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History
made in
mailroom

Disc
jockeys
suspended

by Lisa Reisz

by Dan Record

Staff Reporter

Staff Reporter

Five cartons full of mail: 425
applications. Monday February 2,
1987 brought the Bates-admis¬
sions office the most mail it has
ever received in one day.
By late afternoon the admis¬
sions office had counted nearly
425 applications in the day’s mail.
The largest mail drop in one day
in the past was 238 applications.
On Monday the admissions office
received enough applications in
one day to more than fill all the
spots for the class of 1991.
“We may in fact may not even
be close to being done yet,” said
Wylie Mitchell, director of admis- ■
sions.
“Last year we had half of the
applications arrive after January
27th. That’s the scary part,” com¬
mented Dean of Admissions Wil¬
liam Hiss.
The deadline by which appli¬
cations had to be postmarked was
February 1, 1987. That was a Sun¬
day and since there- was a snow¬
storm over the weekend they ex¬
pect the applications to keep com¬
ing.
Bates has never received 3000
applications in one year. By Tues¬
day afternoon they were well over
3000 and Dean Hiss was expecting
to receive several hundred more.
The admissions office plans to be
receiving applications for weeks
yet. This year the applications to
Bates seem to be running about
25% over last year. “I think it’s
something the whole college, in¬
cluding the students should be
very excited about,” explained
Dean Mitchell.
From last year’s applicant pool
the smallest percentage of fresh-

The two disc jockeys that were
fired from their radio show after
misconduct in the studio on Paul
Newman Day “have been sus¬
pended from Bates for a semes¬
ter,” according to Kevin Doyle
’89, program director at WRBC.
DJs Rob Kelso and Matt Lopin
were suspended in a closed session
of the Student Conduct Commit¬
tee sometime last week.
Kelso and Lopin were dismissed
from WRBC after an incident in
which they, “were drunk in the
studio, used multiple profanities,
and used a fire extinguisher in the
studio.” Not only were their ac¬
tions against station rules, but
they also broke two F.C.C. laws
as well. Swearing over the air and
drinking alcoholic beverages in a
radio studio are against FCC reg¬
ulations.
Apparently Kelso and Lopin are
protesting the Student Conduct
Committee’s decision to suspend
them from school. “They don’t
think it (the committee’s decision)
was all that fair,” according to
Doyle. The problems at the radio
station are apparently not all of

continued on page 15

Dean of Admissions William C. Hiss and admissions staff rejoice over the record number of applications received in one day. Photo by Rachel
Cracknel!.

CRC to secure March 4 speaker
by Lisa Reisz

Staff Reporter
On January 30, 1987 the steer¬
ing committee for the March 4th
event met. The committee mem¬
bers (which include students, fac¬
ulty, and administrators) are cur¬
rently trying to quell student dissention over the day.
As of the January 30th meeting
there is no keynote speaker lined
up for the March 4th event. Sev¬
eral Maine female lawyers have
volunteered to donate their time
for part of the day.
There is no budget yet assigned
to the March 4th event. Currently
money is being pooled together
from organizations and agencies
outside of Bates and organiza¬
tions and departments within
Bates.
The committee is working si¬
multaneously to get financial
backing and to set up a program
for the day. “Without a keynote
speaker we’ll need a couple thou¬

Proof that the trickle-down theory exists... at least outside the Bates Chapel
in February. Photo by Bob Greene.

sand dollars.” said Dean Bran¬
ham. She estimates $3000.
Additional money will depend
on the cost of a keynote speaker.
Dean Branham does not think that
the college will be able to secure
Gloria Steinem since her fee
would run about $9000.
Members of the committee are
planning to visit student organi¬
zations in the next few weeks to
answer student questions and hear
complaints and suggestions about
March 4th. The committee is hop¬
ing to approach many organiza¬
tions with a team which includes
a student and a faculty or admin¬
istration member.
In addition some faculty who
are not on the steering committee
are willing to serve as liaisons to
student organizations. Meetings
with small groups of faculty and
open forums about March 4th are
also being considered by the com¬
mittee.
March 4th was originally dis¬
cussed by the Community Rela¬
tions Council (CRC) last Novem¬
ber around the time of the first
sexual harassment all campus
forum.
In subsequent meetings of the
CRC no intercollegiate or other
conflicts (with the exception of the
ski team being in Alaska) are
scheduled for the date of March
4th. The faculty first heard of the
date and proposal a week before
their January 12th faculty meet¬
ing.
The committee is facing greater
student dissention over March 4th
then they had originally expected.
Students have been approaching
faculty, members of the commit¬
tee, and President Reynolds in
disapproval of the day.
The committee also believes that
students must understand that the
faculty will not be lecturing to stu¬
dents and, that in addition, they
too will be receiving instruction on
March 4th. “The faculty sees it¬
self as part of the problem.” ac¬
cording to Steven Hochstadt, as¬
sociate professor of history and a

member of the steering commit¬
tee.
It was brought up at the
planning meeting that the issue
and not just the opposition should
be focused on by the committee
and the community. In addition
the commitfee does not want to
over saturate people with March
4th before the day arrives. “Peo¬
ple are already worn out by the
two words themselves, sexual har¬
assment.” pointed out Georgia
continued on page 15

continued on page 15

Student hospitalized
after skiing accident
by Rob Myers

Assistant Editor
“My friends found me hanging
upside down from a tree with
blood pouring down my face”
said John DiModica ’87. Skiing at
Sugarloaf Mountain on Thursday,
January 29, DiModica hit a tree
and was rushed immediately to
Central Maine Medical Center for
brain surgery.
The first operation attempted to
remove all the blood clots lodged
between DiModica’s skull and
brain. This operation, however
was not entirely successful, and he
had to be operated on again the
following day, this time with bet¬
ter results.
Miraculously escaping the event
with no other major injuries,
DiModica still may have to go into

surgery again, this time in Boston,
to fix a broken bone under his eye.
The date is tentative. Currently his
sight is “slightly double”, but this
is expected to correct itself pres¬
ently. Reported to be in stable
condition, Dimodica considers
himself “very lucky.”
Removed from intensive care
last Tuesday, DiModica’s recovery
has been surprisingly rapid. Eat¬
ing regularly, and receiving no in¬
travenous fluids, DiModica com¬
mented that he felt “fantastic”.
He has even begun to take short
walks.
,
Regarding his return to the
Bates community, Dimodica
hopes to be out of the hospital this
Weekend, and attending classes by
next week. Arrangements still
have to be made with the deans,
but DiModica is hopeful.

This Week:
—Career internships available
—Ski teams survive Lake Placid
—What happens to course evaluations?
—Will darkroom facilities be updated?
—Men’s hoop enjoys home-court advantage
—Feather - footed Batesies enjoy ballroom
dancing
—Victoria Tilney discusses the merits of drive
through funerals_
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New CIA chief named; replaces ailing Casey
WASHINGTON (AP)—Robert
Gates, a CIA official who report¬
edly urged disclosure of secret
arms sales to Iran before they wre
revealed, was picked by President
Reagan on Monday to replace the
ailing William J. Casey as director
of the spy agency.
The 73-year-old Casey, recuper¬
ating from surgery seven weeks
ago for a brain tumor, was invited
to become a counselor to the pres¬
ident when and if he can return to
work.

Gates, 43, has been the No. 2
official at the CIA since April
1986 and has been running the
agency in Casey’s absence.
As director of central intelli¬
gence, Gates will be the chief ex¬
ecutive officer of the CIA. He also
will coordinate all intelligence
agencies and assign their tasks
through a separate “intelligence
community staff.”
The Senate Intelligence Com¬
mittee scheduled a confirmation
hearing for Gates for Feb. 17, and

World News
Groups report no progress
WASHINGTON (AP)—Two
international human rights groups
said Monday the Reagan admin-,
istration had failed to live up to
the president’s promise last year
that the United States would op¬
pose tyranny “whether of the left
or the right.”
The groups said President Rea¬
gan deserved praise for interven¬
ing in Haiti and the Philippines
last year to help ease out dictators
Jean-Claude Duvalier and Ferdi¬
nand Marcos.
But since then, they said, “the
administration has vigorously op¬
posed most, but not all, tyrannies
of the left, and has provided vary¬
ing degrees of support to most,
but again not all, tyrannies of the
right.”
The criticism was in a review of
the administration’s record on hu¬
man rights during the past year
published by the Lawyers Com¬
mittee for Human Rights and the
Watch Committees.
The lawyers committee is a
public interest law center promot-

ing international law and human
rights, and the Watch Committees
are citizens organizations that
monitor and promote human
rights under the names Americas
Watch, Asia Watch and Helsinki
Watch.
Aryeh Neier, vice chairman of
the Watch Committees, said the
report is the sixth annual report
on the U.S. human rights record.
It included reviews of human
rights and U.S. policies in 31
countries.
Neier said at a news conference
that early 1986 seemed a possible
turning point for the administra¬
tion, with the actions in the Phil¬
ippines and Haiti and Reagan’s
March speech in which he said the
United States opposes “tyranny in
whatever form, whether of the left
or the right.”
“Unfortuntely our view is that
during the latter portion of the
year . . . the administration
seemed to reverse course and re¬
vert to what had been its previous
practice,” Neier said.

said the session would be open to
the public.
A 20-year veteran of service in
the CIA and the White House Na¬
tional Security Council as a Soviet
affairs expert, Gates is widely re¬
spected on Capitol Hill and likely
will not have difficulty winning
Senate confirmation.
However, he is certain to be
grilled about the CIA’s role in the
secret sale of arms to Iran and the
diversion of profits to the Nicar¬
aguan Contra rebels. A report by
the Senate Intelligence Committee
said Casey, in testimony about the
affair late last year, “was general
in nature” and left many ques¬
tions unanswered.
“I particularly look foward to
working with Robert Gates, who
is a professional in this field and
for whom I have high regard,”
said Sen,. Claiborne Pell, D-R.I.,
chairman of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee.
Casey submitted his resignation
to Reagan in a two-sentence letter
dated last Thursday. “It has been
a great honor serving you,” it
said. In a return letter Monday,
the president credited Casey with
helping restore pride and morale

She bitterly condemned the sur¬
rogate mother, Mary Beth Whitehead, as a liar and urged the court
to deny her custody or visitation
rights.
“Mary Beth has lied about me
and my husband, she has lied to
the court. I have absolutely no
trust in her,” Mrs. Stern said.
Mrs. Stern testified during the
second phase of the trial, which is
considering custody of the child
she calls Melissa, Mrs. Whitehead
calls Sara and the court knows as
“Baby M.” She said she has
abandoned plans to return to work
full time as a pediatrician at a
teaching hospital.
“She’s just added another di-

Groundhog predicts long winter
PUNXSUTAWNEY,
Pa.
(AP)—A plump, pampered
groundhog named Punxsutawney
Phil predicted at least six more
weeks of winter Monday when he
was pulled out of an electrically
heated and lighted burrow and re¬
portedly saw his shadow.
Despite an overcast sky at sun¬
rise, Phil’s handlers from the
Punxsutawney Groundhog Club
claimed that he glimpsed a faint
shadow.
Groundhog Day folklore has it
that if a groundhog, also known
as a woodchuck, sees its shadow,
six weeks of winter follow. If it
doesn’t, spring is just around the
corner.
“The only reliable weather
forecaster, Punxsutawney Phil

. . . stood proud for a moment
and then saw his shadow at pre¬
cisely 7:29 a.m.,” a top-hatted
James Means, president of the
Groundhog Club, told about
1,000 spectators.
Several hours before sunrise,
handler Malcolm “Bud” Dunkel
took Phil from his cushy habitat
next to the town library and
shoved him into the special bur¬
row atop snow-blown Gobbler’s
Knob.
“It’s nothing like you learn in
elementary school,” said Michael
Schwartz, 27, of Binghamton,
N.Y. “Finding he was brought
from the library was kind of a
shocker.”

did not discuss whether or not a
diversion would be illegal.
Gates on Oct. 15 directed the
CIA’s general counsel to review all
aspects of the Iran deal to make
sure nothing was being done that
was illegal. The counsel later re¬
ported there was nothing amiss
from the CIA standpoint.
According to Gates’ testimony
in the report, he and Casey urged
then-national security adviser
John Poindexter to have Reagan
make the Iran initiative public,
rather than have it leak out “in
dribs and drabs.” At that time,
they warned there might have been
some diversion of funds, the re¬
port said.
The arms-sale deal was revealed
Nov. 3 by a pro-Syrian publica¬
tion in Lebanon.
Gates said later information
about the diversion “was based on
analytical judgment of bits and
pieces of information by one in¬
telligence officer and that they
(Casey and Gates) didn’t consider
that very much to go on, although
it was enough to raise our con¬
cerns to the point where we ex¬
pressed them to the White
House.”

U.S. conducts first nuclear test of 1987
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) - The
United States conducted its first
nuclear test of 1987 on Tuesday,
ignoring warnings it would spark
a resumption of Soviet testing and
surprising protesters who ex¬
pected it later in the week.
Anti-nuclear groups claimed the
test was moved up from Thursday
because of pending protests at the
remote desert site. An Energy De¬
partment spokesman said that was
one of many factors in conducting
the shot ahead of schedule.

Surrogate mothering dispute continues
HACKENSACK, N.J. (AP) - A
woman who hired a surrogate to
bear her husband’s child tearfully
testified Tuesday that she thinks
of the 20-month-old girl as her
own baby.
“I feel that I am Melissa’s
mother,” Elizabeth Stern said of
the baby at the center of the first
courtroom test of the legality of
surrogate parenting.
“She’s brought a lot of joy to
our life. She is a bright shining
star,” Mrs. Stern said.
Mrs. Stern hopes to adopt the
infant. “Even though I know I am
a psychological mother, I don’t
want to be known (to Melissa) as
a step-mother,” she said.

to the nation’s intelligence ser¬
vices. “American has been blessed
to have the service and the spirit
of Bill Casey,” he wrote.
A longtime friend of the presi¬
dent, Casey became director of the
CIA in 1981 after managing Rea¬
gan’s White House campaign.
He suffered a seizure last Dec.
15—a day before he was to appear
before the Senate Intelligence
Committee—and underwent sur¬
gery three days later for removal
of a cancerous tumor.
According to an associate, Cas¬
ey’s last words before being
wheeled into surgery were, “I
hope Dave Durenberger doesn’t
think I’m copping out on him.”
Durenberger, a Minnesota Repub¬
lican, was the chairman of the In¬
telligence Committee at the time.
The committee’s report, re¬
leased last week, said a CIA ana¬
lyst went to Gates last Oct. 1 and
said he was concerned that money
from the secret arms sale to Iran
were being diverted to Central
America.
“Gates was surprised and dis¬
turbed and told the analyst to see
Casey,” the report said. It quoted
the analyst as saying he and Gates

mension to our life. You don’t
really know until you have your
own,” Mrs. Stern said.
A neurologist who was a wit¬
ness for Mrs. Whitehead testified
earlier Tuesday that Mrs. Stern
had no medical reason to fear be¬
coming pregnant herself although
she has a mild form of multiple
sclerosis.
The effects of multiple sclerosis
on pregnancy are key to Mrs.
Whitehead’s case because the 29year-old woman claims she would
not have agreed to the $10,000
surrogate contract had she known
Mrs. Stern was able to become
pregnant.
Dr. Ivan R. Dressner said, how¬
ever, that a patient’s decision on
whether to become pregnant is
based not only on medical advice
but on how badly she wants the
child and the extent of her fears.
He said he would not pressure
a patient to have a child if her ter¬
ror was as pronounced as that de¬
scribed by Mrs. Stern, who had
heard of a friend with multiple
sclerosis paralyzed by giving birth.
Mrs. Whitehead’s attorney ar¬
gues the surrogate contract might
be invalid because of the misrep¬
resentation that Mrs. Stern could
become seriously ill or die if she
had her own child.
Dressner, who examined Mrs.
Stern and read her medical his¬
tory, said there was almost no
chance the disease would leave her
disabled by pregnancy or unable
to care for a child.

The Soviet Union has said it
would end a unilateral test mora¬
torium after the first U.S. test in
1987. The United States has an¬
nounced more then 20 under¬
ground nuclear tests since the So¬
viets began their moratorium in
1985.
The Reagan administration says
continued testing is necessary to
keep up with the Soviets and for
research on its space-based missile
defense system. Anti-nuclear
groups have said the Soviet mor¬
atorium was a critical first step in
nuclear disarmament.
Representatives of the anti-nu¬
clear groups Greenpeace and the
America Peace Test promised
hundreds of anti-nuclear protes¬
ters would be at the Nevada Test
Site on Thursday, while other ac¬
tivists would try to infiltrate the
site and reach ground zero in a
move to block the blast.
Five members of Greenpeace
were arrested on the 1,350-squaremile desert site Monday while

trying to reach ground zero.
Greenpeace officials said other
protesters were on the site, but the
Energy Department has said
protesters cannot reach ground
zero without being detected by
guards and surveillance equip¬
ment.
Energy Department spokesman
Jim Boyer said there were no
protesters near ground zero when
the test, code-named Hazebrook,
was conducted at 7:20 a.m. PST.
There were five protesters at an
area near the test site gates, more
than 20 miles from ground zero,
he said.
The test had an explosive yield
of less than 20 kilotons.
The test, conducted 700 feet be¬
neath the surface of Yucca Flat,
about 86 miles northwest of Las
Vegas, was the 660th announced
shot since testing began in the Ne¬
vada desert on Jan. 27, 1951. Not
all tests are announced for secu¬
rity reasons.

Campus Watch
Student raped at knifepoint
WILLIAMSTOWN - Local and
state police are investigating the
reported rape at knifepoint of a
Williams student.
The attacker, who wore a ski
mask, assaulted the woman in her
room. His identity has not yet
been discovered.
In a letter distributed to the col¬
lege population on the day after
the attack, Dean of the College

Stephen Fix urged students to lock
their doors and to notify author¬
ities of any suspicious persons or
threatening telephone calls.
The victim reportedly had re¬
ceived several obscene and threat¬
ening calls prior to the assault.
Fix said that Williams is consid¬
ering a future program of public
education about rape.
Courtesy of the Williams Record

Middlebury to build arts center
MIDDLEBURY - Middlebury
College is drawing up plans for the
construction of a new $14.8 mil-

and said that, when complete, the
facility would be “second to
none.”

non arts center, accoiumg to uic

Student Forum President Mi¬
Middlebury Campus.
The new building will house the chael Neff, apparently not en¬
departments of theater, art and tirely pleased by the decision, said,
music. The dance department will “The facilities do need improve¬
ment, however it seems that we’re
remain in an existing building.
College Provost Bruce Peterson building the Metropolitan Mu¬
called the construction of the new seum of Middlebury.”
facility “the biggest project that Courtesy of the Middlebury Cam¬
the school has ever undertaken,” pus
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Other college needs put darkroom on hold
by Howard Fine
Senior Reporter
After much administrative con¬
fusion and misunderstanding, a
new picture has emerged regard¬
ing the possible construction of an
additional darkroom for use by
student organizations on campus.
In a decision made last Friday,
the Treasurer and Vice President
of Business Affairs of the College,
Bernard R. Carpenter, placed on
hold plans to put a sink and a

responded that the Art Depart¬
ment was in charge of that space
and that they should be contacted
for further reconsideration.
Last summer, Carpenter talked
with Dean of the College James
W. Carignan about the situation
with the existing darkroom on the
second floor of Chase Hall. Both
agreed that the space was inade¬
quate.
In fact, according to Mirror
photographer Colin Browning,
there are other problems with the

“There are no plants to build a darkroom
for student use in Pettigrew, or anywhere
else for that matter, this academic year.”
—Jim Weston
Business Manager
counter in a storage and machin¬
ery room in the basement of Pet¬
tigrew Hall. The room was in¬
tended for use by Director of
Technical Support Services Gene
Clough as a darkroom for himself
and student helpers to meet the
growing audio and visual needs of
the college.
Regarding a darkroom for stu¬
dent organizations, including the
Student, the Mirror, and the Pho¬
tography Club, Carpenter said
that “there are no plans or
thoughts for such a space this ac¬
ademic year. We have other needs
that must be considered for this
community and this is just one of
many.”
Additional Darkroom Promised
last October
The story of the additional

existing darkroom. “The ventila¬
tion is inadequate, and the only
storage space is too close to a ra¬
diator, which makes some of the
chemicals more perishable. And,
only one person can work in the
darkroom at one time,” he said.
For three student organizations,
this room has been considered in¬
adequate by both the students and
the adminstration.
In September of last year, the
head of the Photography Club,
Suzanne Morrison ’87, went to
Carignan to request additional
darkroom space for the club. She
noted that the members of the club
do not get much access to the ex¬
isting facility because of the dead¬
lines constantly faced by the Stu¬
dent and the Mirror. After he had
heard her complaint, Morrison

darkroom for student organiza¬
tions is a long and complex one
and involves many people. The
need for additional darkroom
space has existed for several years.
The administration began to look
into the darkroom situation last
summer. At that time, plans for a
darkroom in the Olin Arts Center
had already been scrapped, ac¬
cording to Business Manager Jim
Weston. “The darkroom was
originally planned, but was not
budgeted, for there was no pho¬
tography course or instructor
available. If this room is ever ap¬
proved, this darkroom is only to
be for academic, course-related
use,” he said.
Just this past weekend, mem¬
bers of the Student Conference
Committee with the Trustees
brought up the issue of the Olin
darkroom with the Trustees of the
College. As one member, Halsey
Platt ’88, explained, the Trustees

said, Carignan “promised us that
there would be another darkroom
ready for student use by October
Break.”
Plans for Pettigrew Darkroom
With the completion of the Olin
Arts Center last fall, a storage
room in the basement of Pettigrew
Hall was being considered for a
darkroom, according to Clough
and Walter Wood, the Director of
Maintenance. Room 114, located
near the College Street entrance to
the building, has pipes on the op¬
posite side of one of its walls,
making it ideal for installation of
a sink. In addition, Carpenter
said, “it can be totally dark,”
since it has no windows.
Given these conditions, and the
fact that the room is just two
doors down from his office,
Clough was the one who talked to
Wood about the conversion of the
storage room into a darkroom. “I
envisioned the room eventually

being able to be used by students,
as an additional darkroom facil¬
ity,” he said.
“All that was needed was for
the installation of a counter with
a sink in it, another counter for
drying the photographs and slides,
and safe-lighting (dull lighting en¬
abling one to see in the room but
not bright enough to affect the de¬
velopment of the pictures). Other
things, such as shelves and equip¬
ment were to have been added
later,” Clough said.
The major stumbling block to
the completion of this project, ac¬
cording to both Clough and Mor¬
rison, was that the room con¬
tained some of the Bates College
Art Collection that were not dis¬
played in the old Treat Gallery. As
soon as storage space was pre¬
pared in the Olin building, the art
objects—including
paintings,
marble busts, a statue of a sa¬
murai warrior, glass shelves and
storage cubbies—could be moved.
The Curator of the Treat Gallery,
Katheryn Lattanzi, had said that
the materials were delicate and she
only wanted them moved once.
Since the room in Olin was not yet
finished, she held up the moving
process.

Film changing booths, complete with photo enlarger, remain unused in the
Olin building. Phto by Bob Greene.

of conversion could be completed
in a week, “give or take a day or
two.” Wood then promised that
the darkroom “is sure to be ready
for student use by the end of Feb¬
ruary Break (February 23)—of
that there is no doubt.”

Confusion and Misunderstanding
Mount
At this point, the confusion
really began. For, with the prom¬
ise of a darkroom by the end of
this month, this reporter went to
Business Manager Jim Weston to
find out about the cost of the
Darkroom Promised by End of
project and just who was going to
February Break
be using the facility. The first thing
Confusion began at this stage
that Weston said was that “I had
according to Carpenter. Clough
never heard of such plans to con¬
had communicated his idea for a
vert that room into a darkroom. I
darkroom to Wood and asked for
shall check with Carpenter to find
the installation of a counter and
out more about it. But, if I don’t
sink. Wood said that as soon as
know about a project, it usually
the materials were ready to be
means that it is not imminent.”
moved, he would move them.
Later that same day (January
Then he would be ready to install
29), Weston, after speaking with
the sink, which could be done
Carpenter, said, “There are no
cheaply enough since Mainte¬
plans to build a darkroom for stu¬
nance had a few spare used sinks
dent use in Pettigrew, or anywhere
already available. As Wood ex¬
else for that matter, this academic
plained, “We are a service orga¬
year.” Upon further questioning
nization, and we are here to serve
as to why Wood promised a dark¬
the needs of the student body. We
room by February 23 for students
stand ready to help in any way we
to use, Weston immediately went
can.”
over to talk to Wood.
This situation continued for
After a half-hour conversation,
several months.
Near the
end of the fall semester, Carignan Weston remarked that the whole
sent a note to Lattanzi to expedite situation was a misunderstanding.
matters, Morrison said. But as “It all hinged upon the use of the
time passed, the student frustra¬ word ’darkroom’.” Apparently,
tion mounted. As Morrison put it, Clough had one idea of a dark¬
“We saw a lot of good will, and room, which he later character¬
not much resulted from it.”
ized as “just a sink, counter, and
As it turned out, when Lattanzi a light.” Wood had the image of
was contacted at the end of Jan¬ just a sink and counter, “for the
uary, she said that the art objects use of Gene Clough and eventu¬
were just about ready to be ally, for students,” he later ex¬

“The ventilation is inadequate, and the only
storage space is too close to the radiator,
which makes some of the chemicals more
perishable. And, only one person can work
in the darkroom at one time.”
—Colin Browning
Photo Editor, The Mirror
moved, and that she would be
contacting Wood in the early part
of February to request that they
be moved elsewhere in Pettigrew.
(As of press time, Lattanzi did in¬
deed contact Wood, who was
ready to move the materials, re¬
gardless of what would eventually
be decided about Room 114.)
Wood was then contacted again,
and he said that the whole process

plained. And, as Carpenter ex¬
plained, a darkroom to him was a
lot more, including adequate
safety and security considera¬
tions. He had no idea that a dark¬
room was even being considered
by Clough and Wood in the base¬
ment of Pettigrew.
On Friday morning (January
30), Clough was contacted by
Weston for “matters of clarifica¬

tion.” That same morning Car¬
penter placed “a total hold on the
project, until such time as the
whole situation is adequately dis¬
cussed and all the considerations
taken into account.” In addition,
he arranged a meeting between
Weston, Clough and himself for
Monday, February 2.
At this meeting, it was realized
that “no one person made an er¬
ror,” as Carpenter put it. The
whole situation arose because of
“high enthusiasm on everyone’s
part.... Gene Clough is ready to
help anyone at any time, although
I don’t know how he manages to
work so hard. Walter Wood and
the maintenance staff are ready to
be of as much service to the stu¬
dent body as they can. And, al¬
though I don’t know exactly what
promises Dean Carignan made, I
am sure they were made out of
good intentions.”
However, he continued, “there
are other needs that must be met
at this college. One of them is the
Writing Workshop, which should
be available to all of the student
body but is really squeezed for
space. And this is just one of many
such examples. In fact, if it were
not for the Olin Foundation step¬
ping in and awarding us the funds
to build the Olin Center, I don’t
know where we would be right
now. From space considerations,
we would really be in a mess.”
This space problem, he ex¬
plained, was the College’s ratio¬
nale for not considering addi¬
tional student darkroom facilities
at this time. In addition, he con¬
tinued, “I put on hold last Friday
the project that Gene Clough pro¬
posed to put a sink in the room in
Pettigrew. I am the one who
stopped it and I take full respon¬
sibility for being the one to stop
the project. Everything has been
put on hold regarding this project,
for there are other faculty needs
that must be met first.”
Carpenter emphasized that,
even if the darkroom is completed
in the basement of Pettigrew, “it
will not be for student use. That
room was intended as a place for
Gene (Clough) to pursue audio
and visual needs for the college. If
any students are allowed to work
in there, it will only be because
Gene will have hired them to help
him. The most significant work
that will be carried on there is the
development and enlargement of
slides for use in the classroom, and
this is a job that will probably be
too big for one man.”
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Award winning author and
journalist to lecture at Bates
by Julie Graham
Staff Reporter
On Feb. 24 David K. Shipler,
author of Arab and Jew, will be
coming to Bates to speak with stu¬
dents and professors about his
book and the subjects it ad¬
dresses.
He will begin his visit with a
seminar to be held between 2:30
and 3:30. The seminar will be lim¬
ited to 30 students, and will ad¬
dress Shipler’s views on religious
absolutism.

A class lecture in History of
Russian Foreign Policy and Soviet
Politics will take place between
4:00 and 5:00. Some questions
which are likely to be asked are
“how do the Russian people view
the West?” and “is Gorbachev
likely to survive politically?”
In the evening Shipler will pre¬
sent a lecture entitled “Arab and
Jew: How They Perceive Each
Other.”
Shipler has been reporting for
the New York Times since 1966,

serving as Jerusalem Bureau Chief
from 1979 to 1984. His first book,
Russia: Broken Idols, Solemn
Dreams, won him the Overseas
Press Club Award. In 1982, Shi¬
pler was co-recipient of the George
Polk award for foreign reporting
for his coverage of the war in Le¬
banon. He was guest scholar at the
Brookings Institution for 1984—
1985.
Shipler’s visit is being co-sponsored by the Bates College Impe¬
rialists and the Politics Club.

Student proposes honor code policy
by Philip Koski
Staff Reporter
Jim Stern, ’88, led a meeting
Monday evening on the topic of
instituting an honor code at Bates.
An advocate of the idea, Stern de¬
clared that “taking a test [is] the
minutest part of my education,”
and an honor code would alleviate
test pressures and anxieties while
building trust, responsibility, and
“civic morality” on campus.
Many of the approximately
twenty attending students voiced
opposition to an honor code at
Bates. Claimed one participant,
“an honor code doesn’t make
people honest.”
Stern expressed some goals
which he felt an honor code would
accomplish. Terming his proposal
“lenient” in comparison to other
honor-code schools, Stern advo¬
cated a code that would not ven¬
ture into the social arena, but
rather remain solely academic.
Under the assumption that stu¬
dents and faculty both have “in¬
tegrity,” professors would not act
as authoritarians; instead students
and faculty would be considered
equal participants, Stern said. He
strayed from outlining specifics of
a Bates honor code, saying that
many students should contribute
to that process.
Stern said an implicit honor.

code is already followed by many
professors at Bates in that unproctored, take-home tests are
given by many faculty members.
In addition, many professors ad¬
minister the same exam to stu¬
dents who take it at a rescheduled
time as the one given during the
regularly scheduled time. Yet, ac¬
cording to Stern, College guide¬
lines state that if a student wishes
to reschedule an exam then a new
test must be developed by the pro¬
fessor to prohibit cheating. It is
because of this element of distrust
between student and professor
that Stern feels an honor code is
necessary.
Acting Dean of the College F.
Celeste Branham said in a Tues¬
day interview that no such policy
exists; rather, she said it is the de¬
cision of the professor as to
whether or not to make a new test.
Stern felt an honor code would
defeat the “stupid assumption”
that students need proctors during
exams to prevent cheating. An
honor code would instill a trust
between faculty and students
which would end the need for
proctors, Stern said.
Stern added that an honor code
would relieve test-taking pres¬
sures. For example, instead of
taking an exam in the often ten¬
sion-packed Alumni Gym, stu-

dents under the honor code would
be able to take an exam in the en¬
vironment where they feel most
comfortable. Branham admitted
that the testing environment in
Alumni is “not the ideal” and
that, if the College had more
space, better testing arrangements
would be made.
Stern also emphasized that in¬
stituting an honor code would
heighten community conscious¬
ness of academic dishonesty and
thus serve to further prohibit it.
He cited a Gettysburg College
professor’s study which con¬
cluded that colleges with lenient
honor codes, comparable to the
type which Stern supports, have
fewer incidences of cheating than
colleges without honor codes. Yet
he admitted that academic dis¬
honesty is not a severe problem at
Bates (in the last three years only
fifteen cases of academic dishon¬
esty have come before the
Deans).
By raising
student consciousness of aca¬
demic dishonesty and establishing
stronger trust between students
and faculty, Stern contended, an
honor code would heighten civic
morality. Students in the audience
voiced opposition to this conten¬
tion. Said one student, “it’s not
our place to teach people not to
cheat.”
Stern noted that the majority of
the faculty favor instituting an
honor code at Bates, which Bran¬
ham confirmed.

Award winning author and journalist, David K. Shipler, will speak at Bates on
February 24. Photo by Richard Nowitz.

Hochstadt,Branham
address March 4
by Emanuel Merisotis
Staff Reporter
The Representative Assembly
(RA) had two guest speakers for
Monday night’s meeting. Acting
Dean of the College F. Celeste
Branham and Steven Hochstadt,
assistant professor of history, were
asked to speak in reference to the
March 4th day.
Before giving the floor to the
two speakers, president Jennifer
Guckel ’88 announced that a letter
had been sent to faculty members
encouraging them to attend the
meeting. There was also wide
publicity around campus in an at¬
tempt to get a big turn out at the
meeting.
Chase Lounge was filled nearly
to capacity. Hochstadt in his
opening remarks showed pleasure
in the attendance. He claimed that
it showed “that you are interested
in dialogue.” Hochstadt then said
that Bates was in the forefront of
other colleges and universities be¬
cause it would be one of the first

Interpreting course
by Robert Dowling
Staff Reporter

Steven Kingston '88 participating in the Chase Hall RA debate Monday night.
Photo by Michelle Behm.

Every student at Bates has
probably filled out several student
course evaluations only to wonder
what impact their comments have
had on the faculty and the admin¬
istration. According to the Dean
of Faculty, Carl B. Straub, there
are two major reasons for student
course evaluations. The first is the
results of the ratings on the front
of the evaluation are used by the
faculty committee in conjunction
with other relevant materials in
evaluating a faculty member for
reappointment or tenure.
“The evaluations do not hold
any percentage in their weight
when considering faculty appoint¬
ments,” said Dean Straub, “but,
they do’contribute to the ra/ige of
things.” Although the student
course evaluations are by no
means the deciding factor when
granting reappointment or tenure,
they are taken very seriously by
the faculty, the faculty chairs of
the department, and the Dean of
Faculty.

to deal with this subject.
Hochstadt then expressed a
feeling of discontent about the
“rumblings from below.” He was
referring to the opposition shown
by students to the faculty’s deci¬
sion. Changing the process by
which these decisions are made
was a solution suggested by
Hochstadt if the process is what
upsets students. He urged stu¬
dents to take part in campus pol¬
itics in order to change the process
in the future.
In describing the lectures
Hochstadt stated that “we are
going to teach each other.” He ex¬
plained that some discussions will
be for faculty, some for students
and some mixed.
Dean Branham started by stat¬
ing that she wanted to bring the
perspective of the Community Re¬
lations Committee to the meeting.
Branham “acknowledged” that
there is a widespread feeling that
“sexual harassment is a critical
continued on page 11

evaluations

Secondly, the evaluation, par¬
ticularly the comments on the
back, “provide systematic feed¬
back to the faculty members'
themselves,” said Dean Straub.
“They are not only for others to
evaluate the faculty, but for the
faculty to evaluate themselves on
how they are doing.”
Student course evaluations at
Bates went into effect during the
1983-1984 academic year under
the new rules and procedures gov¬
erning faculty appointments and
reappointments. At the time, the
faculty voted to establish a pro¬
gram of course evaluations to help
better evaluate faculty for reap¬
pointment and tenure. The pro¬
gram of student evaluations was
part of a new set of rules and pro¬
cedures recommended to the
trustees in 1983. Therefore, “the
course evaluations were deter¬
mined and developed by the fac¬
ulty and are entirely a faculty
matter and not an administrative
matter,” said Dean Straub.
The multiple choice questions
on the front of the evaluations are
seen by the faculty member whose

course is being evaluated, the fac¬
ulty chair of the department, and
the Dean of Faculty. The re¬
sponses of the multiple choice
questions are computed and eval¬
uated in terms of percentages of
the entire class’ responses to the
seventeen questions. The mean
and median are also shown for
each question. Furthermore,, a
summary of all the courses of¬
fered for the term is compiled in
order to see how students perceive
courses at Bates overall.
The comments on the back of
the evaluation are seen only by the
professor. “These comments are
taken very seriously,” said Straub.
The comments written on the
back, along with the multiple
choice questions, are sometimes
used by the faculty to plan future
courses. “If a course is intellec¬
tually above or below the stu¬
dents, and it is widely commented
by the students in the course, then
the professor may adjust the
course accordingly.” Student
course evaluations are not used by
the administration when deciding
continued on page 11
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Bobcats place third in Bates Invitational
by Tim Mahoney
Staff Reporter

Several impressive perfor¬
mances by members of the Bates
women’s track team resulted in
their third place finish in the an¬
nual Bates Invitational on Satur¬
day, January 31. The powerful Big
Green of Dartmouth took first
place, followed by the University
of Maine, both of which are Di¬
vision i schools. Bates, the host
team, was the top Division III fin¬
isher. Also participating were
Fitchburg State, UNH, Colby,
Bowdoin, and the University of
Lowell.

.02 seconds behind the winner.
In the field events, Kim Bran¬
don ’89 took fourth place in the
long jump with a jump of 16’7 1/
2“. Anne Cole ’88 was sixth in the
triple jump with a 33’2” effort. In
the high jump, Eleanor Hogan ’89
cleared 5’0“ to tie for fifth place.
Alyson Ewald ’90 was the third
place finisher in the pentathlon
with 2284 points.
In the running events, Maria
Kourebanas ’90 took third place
in the 55 meter hurdles with a time
of 8.8 seconds. Kim Brandon took
forth in the 55 meter dash with a
7.78 second time. Amy Allen ’89
qualified for ECAC competition
in the 600 meters with a 1:31.44,
which took third place.

Anne Millham ’89 was the only
winner for Bates. She won the
long jump on her final attempt,
after having led through most of
the competition. Millham jumped
17’l/2“ to pass her closest com¬
petitor. She also took first place in
the triple jump by reaching 35’7
1/2”. Millham scored more points
in the 200 meter dash, taking
fourth with a time of 27.3 sec¬
onds.

Two Bates women placed in the
5000 meters Kathy Kraemer’88
was third with a time of 18:47.75
and Ruth Loescher ’90 took fifth
place in 20:01.75.

In the 1500 meters, Nadia White
’87 finished second in a very close
race. Her time, 4:47.70, was only

Bates travels to Smith College
to take on Smith, Bowdoin, and
Colby on Saturday, February 7.

Alyson Ewald was the fifth
place finisher in the 1000 meter
run, with a time of 2:51.5. Amy
Jones ’88 took second place in the
3000 meters with a run of 10:42.6.

Ann Millham '89 on the way to winning the 55-meter dash this week in the Merrill Bym. Photo by Jay Tillman

Bobcat swimming frozen out by Polar Bears
by Nadia White
Staff Reporter
When the going gets tough, the
tough teams just get closer. That
seems to be to the overwhelming
attitude of the men’s and wom¬
en’s swim teams, after their recent
losses to Bowdoin’s swimming
polar bears. Both teams are suf¬
fering from a very real drop in

team numbers, the men are down
to 11 team members, and the
women to 15. Despite this defi¬
ciency, team moral is high, and
both teams managed to cut the
margin of their loss to Bowdoin
down from last year’s loss mar¬
gin. Both teams also saw several
team members qualify for New
Englands, and several turn in per¬
sonal record times.

Members of both teams agree qualified for New Englands with
that with the reduced number of a PR in the 400 1M with a time of
swimmers in the pool, it has be¬ 5:04.51. The big race of the day
come extra important to support for Wheeler, however, was her 200
every individual’s efforts. The 28 breast stroke. Her time of 2:35.86
swimmers and divers in the Tar- brings Wheeler under a second
bell pool are certainly making that away from qualifying for NCAA
effort. Senior Captain Will Letts Nationals. “I hope” said Wheeler,
said that “the intimate relation¬ “that with a taper and a shave, I
ship between the two teams defi¬ will qualify at New Englands”.
Other outstanding Bates per¬
nitely bolsters team moral.”
Bates women showed terrific formances include Joan Farring¬
improvement over last year’s ton ’89, who PRed in the 200 but¬
Bowdoin defeat, losing by only 17 terfly with 2:25.03, and qualified
points, 99 1/2 to 116 1/2. Bow¬ in the 50 butterfly with a time of
doin’s women were ranked second 30.45. Maria Uhle ’88 qualified in
in New England last year, and the 50 breast stroke with a time of
promise to do well again in this
year’s New Englands. Bates
women, presently 5-1 and ranked
8th in New England Div. Ill, saw
terrific personal achievement
against Bowdoin, including some
by Eric Schlapak
exciting top performances by key
Senior Reporter
figures on the team.
Captain Linnea Hensley ’88 had
There must be something about
her best meet of the season so far,
playing in the historic Alumni
qualifying or setting personal rec¬
Gymnasium.
ords in three events. Hensley PRed
The Bates mens’ basketball
in the 1000 freestyle, dropping a
team is undefeated at home in reg¬
full 15 seconds off her time of two
ulation games this winter. The
weeks ago to 11:32.17. She qual¬
anly blemish on the ancient floor
ified in the 50 freestyle, in 26.95,
was a one-point overtime loss to
and in the 200 backstroke with a
Colby in early January. The Bob¬
time of 2:27.84.
cats’ home-court record now
Sophomore Mindy Wheeler also
stands at a sizzling 8-1 after de¬
had an outstanding day. Wheeler
feating the University of Maine at
Farmington, 69-64, last Thursday
night.
However, even our esteemed
athletic director cannot schedule
so Pellerin won on fewer misses.
every game at home in a season.
Bates had many strong perfor¬
Could it be that Frank Levesque
mances that made the victory pos¬
puts some special detergent in the
sible, including ten first place fin¬
machine when washing the away
ishes. Mitch Rosen ’88 took first
jerseys? When wearing the Bates
in the long jump (20’9 3/4“) and
garnet on the road, the Bobcats
second in the triple jump (41’6 3/
are a dismal 0-5.
continued on page 7

36.17.
For the men, this year’s Bow¬
doin meet was a definite improve¬
ment over last year’s romp. Jun¬
ior Paul Murphy said that this
meet was “easily the best [Bates]
showing against Bowdoin, ever.”
Last year the Polar Bears man¬
aged to double Bates’ score, 7633. This year, the diminished Bob¬
cats managed to show their
strength, with a final score of 86111.

Several men turned in PRs or
qualifying times. John Rice PRed
for this season in the 100 breast
"rconiinued on page 7

Bobcat hoopsters
beat Farmington

Jay O'Hair '87 doing the backstroke against Bowdoin during this week's meet.
Photo by Jay Tillman._

Men’s track vaults over Tufts
by Tim Mahoney
Staff Reporter
It isn’t very often that a track
meet is decided by the outcome of
the pole vault, but that’s exactly
what happened as the Bates men’s
track team upset the Jumbos of

Tufts, 70-66, on January 30. Se¬
nior co-captain Scott Pellerin ’87
cleared 13’0“ on his second at¬
tempt, winning the meet for the
Bobcats. Although Rocco Barbieri of Tufts also cleared 13’, he
missed on the first two attempts.
Neither of the two cleared 13’6”,

What’s the explanation?
The mens’ basketball team, who
at this time last week, sported a
five-game winning streak and a 84 record, dfopped a its last two
games, on the road of course, to
fall to 8-6.
On Saturday, the Bobcats trav¬
elled to Babson College, and fell
to the Beavers 77-67. Monday
night, the University of Southern
Maine hosted Bates and pulled out
a nailbiter 65-60.
Saturday, Babson jumped out
to an early 10 point lead in the first
half. However, Bates pulled to¬
gether and closed the margin to
seven at the half.
The second hdlf opened with
Bates tallying the first nine points,
behind the shooting of Dave Larrivee and the defense of Bobby
Price. The rest of the game was
nip and tuck with Babson main
taining a narrow lead throughout,
continued on page 6
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Women’s Basketball wins two

At half time the bobcats led 3720. During the second half they
raised the lead up to 23 points at
Women’s basketball gained twc one time before winning by 21.
wins last week to bring their win¬ Lisa Blake, a junior, was the lead¬
ning streak to four in a row before ing scorer with 21 points.
The win over Wheaton came
they bowed to St. Joseph’s Col¬
lege on monday. Last Wednesday harder for Bates but was a more
the bobcats soundly defeated New satisfying win. Graef termed
England College by a score of 68- Wheaton a “very strong team in
47. On Saturday Bates went up New England,” and said she was
against Wheaton College and were pleased with the victory.
again victorious with a 67-53 win.
Bates applied full court pres¬
The New England College game sure much of the first half with
was an easy victory for the bob¬ good success. Bates opened up a
cats. “New England is not a very ten point lead early which they
strong team,” coach Marsha kept until pressure from Wheaton
Graef described. Graef termed the cut the lead to four by the end of
game as “good experience” for the half.
the team.
Lisa Blake and co-captain
Bates went up early and stayed Sharon Lake, a senior, each
on top throughout the game. Size chipped in sixteen points to lead
was a key factor as the Bates Bates scoring. Lake also collected
women towered over the women fourteen rebounds to lead in that
from New England. This advan¬ department as well. Carol Yantage made it possible for Bates to chuk and Rachel Langlais, soph¬
dominate in rebounds throughout omores, scored twelve and ten
the game. Andrea Kincannon, a points respectively. Senior co-cap¬
senior, collected fourteen re- tain Deb Sullivan added eight
_on the night._ jDoints and five assists on the
by Emanuel Merisotis

Staff Reporter

night.
Graef called the win a “total
team effort,” and pointed to the
“balanced attack in scoring,” with
four Bates players in double dig¬
its.
St. Joseph’s College was too
much for the bobcats to over¬
come. Although Sharon Lake had
a good game scoring twenty points
and grabbing fifteen rebounds it
was not enough for the bobcats to
defeat this nationally ranked
team. With only nine minutes left
in the second half Bates was only
three points behind but was un¬
able to get any closer. Graef
claimed the game to be “much
closer” than the final score.
Coach Graef said she is very
impressed with the way her team
has “pulled together” after losing
six straight games. She noted that
the scoring over the last seven
games has been steadily improv¬
ing. Graef commented that the
team seems committed to proving
themselves and said they were,
“on their way to being a good
team.”
_

Fifteen reasons why baseball
is better than football
A Women's basketball continues to improve their record. Last week they en¬
joyed two victories and suffered only one loss. Photo by Jay Tillman.

This past week I read a column
by Thomas Boswell in the Washington Post. Boswell may be the

Bates wins out over Farmington
Moody keyed a charge that gave
the Huskie’s a 35-30 halftime
lead.
Again, the Bobcats stormed out
of the locker room and jumped
out to a five point lead midway
through the second half. Weaver
had 10 second half points to lead
Bates. USM used experience in the
final 10 minutes to pull to within
one with three minutes remaining.
Moody drove the lane, and
canned a layup while fouled to

continued from page 5

Bates was forced to foul late in
the game, but the Beavers hit their
free-throws to ice the victory.
Dave Weaver led the Bobcats
with 21 points followed by Captain
Mike Bernier with 16.
Monday’s game was a different
scenerio. Paced by sophomore
Erik Johnson, Bates jumped out
to a 26-20 lead with four minutes
remaining in the first half. How¬
ever, USM’s freshman guard Pat

give the Huskies a two-point lead
they would never relinquish.
The Bobcats turned the ball over
on two crucial consecutive posses¬
sions denying them the chance to
tie the game.
Weaver again was high-man for
Bates scoring 16. Sharpshooting
guard Steve Williams hit for 12.
The home-cooking returns for
Bates this weekend with a twogame
homestand
against
Wesleyan and Trin ity.

Volleyball
club heads
for MIT
by Chris Runge

Sports Editor
The Bates men’s volleyball club
has amassed a 6-3-2 record in
matches so far this year. They
have scored 362 points to their op¬
ponents’ 291, and in games played
they are 16-9. They will travel to
the MIT Invitational on Sunday.
The club plays in two leagues,

finest writer on the game of base¬
ball today. His article, titled Why
is Baseball So Much Better Than
Football? Let Me Count the Ways,
is the funniest yet truest piece of
journalism I’ve read. Since we
have just completed the Super
Bowl, and spring training is
around the corner, I have put
down my favorite reasons.
1. Bands.
2. Cheerleaders at half time with
bands.
3. All XXI Super Bowls haven’t
produced as much drama as the
last World Series.
4. Nine innings means 18
chances at the hot dog line. Two
halves means B.Y.O. or go hun¬
gry5. Eighty degrees, a cold beer,
and a short-sleeved shirt is better
than 30 degrees, a hip flask and
six layers of clothes under a lap

11. Football coaches walk
across the field after the game and
pretend to congratulate the op¬
posing coach. Baseball managers
head right for the beer.
12. In football, nobody says,
“Let’s play two!”
13 Baseball has a drug problem
Eric Schlapak
comparable to society’s. Pro foot¬
ball has a range of substanceblanket. Take your pick: a suntan
abuse problems comparable only
of frostbite.
to itself. And, perhaps, The Hells
6. Baseball is harder. In the last
Angels’.
25 years, only one player, Vince
14. When a baseball player gets
Coleman, has been cut from the
knocked
out, he goes to the show¬
NFL and then become a success in
the majors. From Tom Brown in ers. When a football player gets
1963, to Jay Schroeder, baseball knocked out, he goes to get Xflops have become NFL stand¬ rayed.
outs.
15. Most of all, baseball is bet¬
7. Face masks. Right away ter that football because spring
we’ve got a clue something might training is less than a month away.

Squash falls to Colby

“There

by Philip Koski

Staff Reporter
them. They just beat us every
Despite the tough competition
some team members are opt ini is-

can beat us,” said Concepcion
ence for a year and a half,’ he
said. “The teams we’re playing,
the clubs, have been in existence

be wrong. A guy can go 80 mph
on a Harley without a helmet,
much less a face mask.
8. Wild Cards. If baseball can
stick with four divisional champs
out of 26 teams, why does the
NFL need to invite 10 of its 28 to
the prom? Could it be that foot¬
ball isn’t terribly interesting unless
your team can “win it all”?
9. Someday, just once, could we
have a punt without a penalty?
10. Without baseball, there’d
been no Fenway Park. Without
football, there’d have been no ar¬
tificial turf.
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Men’s Squash, in their first year as
an official team, fell to Colby 79*^9
. jHHk m
fes
2 on Monday. The depth of the
9k
Mules(5-10) proved too much for
Bocats to handle. However Bates
did play well in many individual
matches, encouraging the hope
that a Bobcat victory is soon to
«^r- _,
come.
Sophomore Chris Grunden,
jjmm Huleatt '88 pulls ahead of the College of the Holy Cross opposition. Photo playing in the fourth position,
by Jay Tillman,
won a hang-tough match as he
rallied for three straight wins after
being down two games to nil.

Grunden’s victory was the only
one Bates could muster until #2
player Chris Smith, 89, defeated
Colby’s Dave Longcope in five
games (10-15, 15-9, 15-11, 915,15-7).
Other strong Bates perfor¬
mances
included
Charlie
Grace,’87, and Scott Dickey,’88.
Grace, poker-faced and gentle¬
manly, won his fourth game 18-15
to force a match-deciding fifth
game which opponent Rob
Schwandt won 15-5. Dickey also
took his opponent the distance but
came up shy in the fifth game 1215.
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M Women ’s squash wins over Colby
by Nadia White
Staff Reporter

Colby’s top players, and captur¬
ing four of the top five matches.
In Bates’ number one position,
Senior Captain Alice Danielson
beat her opponent, winning 3-0
(15-5,15-11,15-6). Number two
Larissa Shumway ’89 fought
through a close second game to
win her match 3-0 (15-6,lb14,15-8). Heidi Eysenbach ’88,
Bates’ number four player, won a
tough series, 3-1, and Beth Ma¬
loney ’89, the number five player
won a hard fought battle, 3-2 (158, 15-7, 8-15, 6-15, 15-10). Vir¬
ginia Berman ’87, Bates’ number
three player, lost her match, but

Bates squash took a giant step
forward last weekend, as the
women racquteers defeated Colby
5-4. It was the first victory for
either of Bates’ squash teams, in
this, their fledgling year.
Coaches George Wigton and Herb
Bunker are both very excited
about the win, for it makes for
team confidence as Bates enters its
first Howe Cup Tournament this
weekend.
Bates players demonstrated
their talents by overwhelming

Bobcat skiers seventh
at Lake Placid
by Nadia White
Staff Reporter

Steve Williams '87 takes to the air against Suffolk. The hoopsters are no 8-6.
Photo by Jay Tillman. _

women’s sixth place finish here at
Bates two weekends ago. Ten
teams compete in each carnival.
While skiing powers such as
UVM, Middlebury and Dart¬
mouth have a firm hold of the top
three places, Bates is fiercely com¬
petitive with such schools as St.
Lawrence, New England College,
Keene State, and Cornell. Bates’
victories over these teams in the
past two weeks clearly demon¬
strates the talent and spirit em¬
bodied in the women’s alpine and
nordic teams.
The Bates Carnival saw several
stellar Bates performances. For
the nordic team, Becky Flynn ’89
and Senior Captain SiSi Yost cap¬
tured 10th and 17th in the lOKm
race. The Bates nordic team fin¬
ished eighth overall. On the
slopes, Senior Captain Monica
Samolis did double duty, taking
fourth in the giant slalom, and
13th in the slalom. Erica Stewart
’90 earned 22nd in the giant sla¬
lom, and Roesmary Hart ’89 skied
hard to claim 15th in the slalom.

Bates women skiers turned in
another satisfying performance
last weekend, finishing seventh in
St. Lawrence’s winter carnival at
Lake Placid New York. Placing
seventh is consistent with the

Bobcat track squeaks by Tufts
continued from page 5

4”). Bill Binan ’90 won the high
jump by clearing 6’0“. Scott Aghababian ’89 took second (45’2 3/
4”), and Joe Dever third(44’4 3/
4“), in the 35 lb. weight throw.
Larry Carbonneau ’90 placed
third in the shot put (38’4 1/4”)
Jim Huleatt ’88 was the only
double winner for either team.
Huleatt won the 1500 meter run in
4:06 and the 3000 meters in
8:35.24. Scott Dondero ’89 won
the 55 meter high hurdles in 8.34
seconds. Craig Geike ’89 held on
to win the 400 meter dash in 51.90
seconds. In the 500 meters, Ivan
Clatanoff took first place in
1:08.7.
In the 55 meter dash, Rich
Travis ’88 was second (6.82) and
Bill Binan ’90 third (6.87). Ted
Dixon took second place in the 800
meter run with a time of 1:58.54.
He was followed by Chris Sokolowski ’90, who was third in
2:02.56. Mark Desjardins ’88 eas¬
ily won the 1000 meters in 2:32.19.
A key point in the meet oc¬
curred when Bates swept the 3000
meters. Huleatt took first, fol¬
lowed by John Fitzgerald ’87, sec¬
ond in 8:36.66, and by Dave Con¬
rad ’87, third in 8:51.03.

Woodsy Owl says
No Noise Pollution Here
GENE’S CORNER STORE
OPEN 6 AM—12 PM
365 DAYS A YEAR
65 COLLEGE ST., LEWISTON

BEER-WINE-FOOD

The Bates 4x400 relay team,
consisting of Bill Binan, Rob But¬
ler ’88, Ivan Clatanoff, and Craig
Geike, lost a very close race to
Tufts in 3:31.75, the difference in
times being only 2/10 of a second.
Dave Conrad ran a strong leg in
the 4x800 relay only ten minutes
after finishing the 3000 meters.
The team of Conrad, Chris Sokolowski, Ted Dixon, and Mark
Desjardins pulled away from Tufts
and won in 8:06.33.
Coach Walt Slovenski was

pleased with the outcome of the
meet.“We had a good week of
workouts last week, and it paid
off. We were well prepared for a
tough meet with Tufts, and we
managed to come out ahead. I
think this meet was terrific prep¬
aration for the State of Maine
meet next weekend.”
The Bobcats will travel to Colby
this Saturday, February 7, for the
annual State of Maine Champi¬
onships with UMO, Bowdoin, and
Colby.

Men’s skiing places
ninth at Lake Placid
by Nadia White
Staff Reporter
Despite a disappointing ninth
place finish in St.Lawrence’s win¬
ter carnival races, Bates’ men’s
skiers are generally optimistic
about the remainder of this sea¬
son’s competitions. Coach Robert
Flynn feels that the men’s team is
“definitely coming together”, and
expects to see improvement in
their standings, hopefully as soon
as this weekend.
The men performed well at
Bates’ winter carnival two week¬
ends ago, finishing seventh over¬
all, but slipped to ninth place this
week. In highlighting Bates’ team,
Coach Flynn said that nordic
skiers Mike Hoye ’87 and Peter
Blanchard ’89, have both been
skiing consistently well. Coach
Flynn added that the men’s cross
country team “know how they ski
now, and are beginning to really
push themselves.”
The alpine team is having a
slightly better season, due largely

to the impressive performance of
Seniors Dave Todd and Kirk
Moore. Todd proved to be very
successful last weekend at Lake
Placid, finishing 21st in the giant
slalom and 16th in the slalom.
Moore, who is having a simply
outstanding season, placed ninth
in the slalom at Lake Placid, but
unfortunately fell in the giant sla¬
lom. Moore also performed well
at Bates’ carnival, finishing 15th
in both the slalom and the giant
slalom.

St. Lawrence saw the nordic
skiers Flynn and Yost once again
performing well, as they took 10th
and 19th in the lOKm. For the al¬
pine team, Samolis showed her
strength again, earning fifth in the
slalom, while Roesmary Hart fin¬
ished 21st in the giant slalom.
Coach Robert Flynn was very
happy with the women’s perfor¬
mance at their home carnival, and
fairly pleased with the St. Law¬
rence results. He did indicate,
however, that he anticipated many
skiers to show improvements in
their times this weekend in UVM’s
winter carnival races at Stowe, VT.

Captain Dave Todd credited
Bates’ new alpine coach Bill Doris
with improving the overall team
attitude. “He’s both a great skier
and a great coach” said Todd He
really knows when and how to get
a point across."
Bates will ski at Stowe, VT this
weekend in UVM’s winter carni¬
val. The men hope to climb back
up the rankings, and have set their
sites on Keene State and New
England College as the teams to
beat.

Volleyball
continued from page 6

for four or five years, and half of
them are varsity teams.”
“Most of these teams run on
budgets of three to five thousand
dollars,” said Concepcion, “we
get three hundred from the school
and run ourselves.”
The secret to the team’s suc¬
cess? “We have a lot of spunk. We
just go at a team and wear them
down,” said .
The men’s club, along with all
the other NESCAC schools, is
currently petitioning the athletic
department to make it a varsity
sport.

Swimmers
continued from page 5

stroke in 1:05.47. Paul Murphy
’88 qualified in the 100 butterfly
with a time of 56.44. Mike Godin
’88 placed first to qualify in the
200 butterfly in 2:12.25. Jon Si¬
mon ’89 swam a 50.55 to qualify
in the 100 freestlye.
Will Letts
put on a very impressive perfor¬
mance, as the men’s sole double
qualifier of the meet. Letts quali★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★- fied in the 200 backstroke with a
*
¥ time of 1:00.19, and in the 400 IM,
*
¥
¥
¥
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not without putting up a com¬
mendable fight (11—15,12—15,15—
18).
Another indication of the qual¬
ity behind this new Bates team, is
the history of the number one po¬
sition on the team ladder. The
team positions are determined by
an ongoing series of challenge
matches, in which Bates players
play other Bates players. Alice
Danielson presently heads the
team ladder, and demonstrated
her ability by beating Colby’s
number one player. There are two
other Bates players who proved
themselves in this number one spot
earlier this season. Sandra Liepins
’87 and Larissa Shumway both
met with success, defeating the
number one players from Colby
and Hamilton, respectively. That
there are three players on Bates
team with the talent to perform
well in that top position, demon¬
strates a certain depth on the Bates
Women’s squash talent pool.
Hopefully, this talent will peak
this weekend when Bates travel to
Yale to participate in the presti¬
gious Howe Cup Tournament.
The Howe Cup Tournament is,
according to Coach Bunker, “the
best college level tournament
going for women’s squash com¬
petition at any level.” It is best not
because they best players will be
there, although they may be pre¬
sent, it is best because it allows for
fun, even competitions at differ¬
ent skill levels. Teams such as
Princeton and Harvard compete
in Division I play, while Bates will
compete on the Division IV level.
Divisions are assigned according
to team record, not school size.
Coach Bunker feels that the Bates
women should be “very competi¬
tive” in their division, against
Colby, Conn College, Johns Hop¬
kins, Wesleyen, and Vassar.

¥

¥
¥
¥
¥

?Help us keep winning*

in 4:47.22, a full three seconds un¬
der the qualifying standard.
With only two meets left in their
regular season, both of these
teams are really striving to excel.
Neither team will begin to truly
taper until New Englands draw
closer, and so, in the words of Jay
O’Hair ’87, “we’re all just going
to have to strap it on and go for
it these last two meets.” This Sat¬
urday against Brandeis at 1:00, is
the last home meet for either team.
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Arts & Entertainment
Artist-in-Residence Glazer performs as
inaugural celebration continues

by Sue Melrose
Student Correspondent

F

-M- rankGlazer’s final chord in
the Olin Concert Hall Friday eve¬
ning, January 30, brought concert-goers to their feet in an en¬
joyable and dynamic musical ex¬
perience. The Inaugural year
celebration brought Glazer, a
world famous pianist and Bates
College artist-in-residence, to per¬
form some of his favorite pieces
for a near-capacity crowd.
The program began when

Glazer, donned in a tuxedo,
bowed to the audience and struck
the first few chords of Ludwig von
Beethoven’s 32 Variations in C
minor. Familiar musical themes
echoed from the Steinway grand
piano as Mr. Glazer sailed through
each variation, which contrasted
in tempo, dynamics and rhythm.

Glazer’s
next
selection,
Fr’ed’eric Chopin’s Sonata No. 3,
b Minor Opus 58 was in four
movements of different tempos,
from Largo to Presto, and en¬
compassed the full range of the
piano. The piece was also loaded

with arpeggios and ascending and
descending runs, which left the
audience in awe of Mr. Glazer’s
musical virtuosity.
Following a brief intermission,
Glazer performed two twentieth
century works. Claude Debussy’s
Reflets dan I’eau and Odine by
Maurice Ravel painted images of
rushing water with fast moving
notes and use of the pedal. These
works served as a nice contrast to
the traditional works of Bee¬
thoven and Chopin.
The filial selection was entitled
Pictures at an Exhibition by Modeste Mussorgsky. Truly an out¬

standing piece of piano literature,
the nineteenth century work daz¬
zled the audience with its roman¬
tic chords and magical phrases.
Lengthy program notes written by
Aifred Frankenstein told the story
behind Mussorgsky’s landmark
composition. Artist Victor Alex¬
androvich Hartmann, a close
friend of the composer, had died
suddenly at the age of thirty nine.
Shortly after his death, a memor¬
ial exhibition of his work was
held. Mussorgsky wrote this piece
based on the exhibition. Each
movement depicts a different
painting, and the opening theme

entitled “Promenade” was writ¬
ten to describe the artist. The
composition’s dynamic final
movement suggests bells, chanting
and a ceremonial procession to the
listener.
Glazer’s masterful interpreta¬
tion of this work created magical
images through textural and dy¬
namic contrasts. As Glazer struck
the last chord and let it ring, the
audience applauded loudly. Glazer
shared years of practice, artistry
and experience with the audience
in a marvelous performance in the
acoustically pleasing concert hall.

Theater production of “Woyzeck” recommended
by Rob Myers
Assistant Editor

G

1 eorg Buchner wrote his
third and final play, “Woyzeck,”
over one hundred and fifty years
ago, dying soon thereafter at the
age of twenty three. Few dramatic
works have survived the last two
centuries with equal character.
The reason for this lies in the ab¬
solute power of the playwright’s
style.

One of the first plays written ip
what is now called the Theater of
the Absurd, “Woyzeck’s” theme
of man as the futile, purposeless
beast has secured itself in twen¬
tieth century drama.
At an hour and thirty minutes,
the play is short, considering it has
two acts and twenty eight scenes.
The scenes are short and dra¬
matic, each adding a piece to the
troubled mosaic of Franz Woy¬
zeck’s life and world. His at¬
tempts to rationalize his purpose
of existance eventually turn him

to insanity and murder.
Woyzeck, strikingly portrayed
by Scott Balentine ’87, is a poor
army soldier. His mind, already
warped from a vicious struggle for
religious belief, is further bur¬
dened with physical malnutrition
encouraged by an experimenting
doctor, Mark Russett ’87, who has
him on a diet consisting solely of
peas. He finally breaks when
Marie, Lauren Walsh ’89, who has
borne his child, begins to openly
flaunt her new lover, Drum Major
Greg Arnold ’88.

Philosophically “Woyzeck” is
heavy. The themes of reason,
death, eternity and individual mo¬
rality and virtue weigh the play
considerably. But the stop-and-go
method of delivery offers the
viewer a chance to at least chew
the matter before it has to be
swallowed for the next scene.
Directed “for fun” by Alan
McNab ’87, the period is the nine¬
teenth century, and the settings
vary in a “pretty amorphous”
fashion, with all locals being
vaguely defined but technically ef¬

fective.
The acting is good and casting
was appropriate. In addition to
the aforementioned characters are
Vic Salvo ’87 as a Captain and
Karl the Idiot, Jane Murray ’90 as
a Grandmother and William Hol¬
lister ’87 as Andres, Woyzeck’s
only friend. Performances will be
held at the Black Box in Schaeffer
Theater tonight and tomorrow at
8:00 p.m and Sunday at 2:00 p.m.
Seats are limited, and the perfor¬
mance is highly recommended.

Hunter and Howard at Noonday
by Helen Gill
Student Correspondent

/

A member of the Boston band Three Colors. The band performed last Saturday
in Chase Hall. Photo by Michelle Behm.

n Tuesday, February 27
the audience at the noonday con' cert was treated to a selection of
Mozart Sonatas selected in honor
of the composer’s birthday. The
concert was performed by Assist¬
ant Professor of Music Mary
Hunter on the violin and Olin Arts
Cepter director Mark Howard on
the piano.
The half-hour concert consisted
of two Sonatas, the first in G and
the second in A. It ended with a
theme in variations with interplay
between the piano and violin. The
concert marked the first time this
duo has performed together and
Howard was very enthusiastic
about performing again with
Hunter in the near future.
Noonday concerts are held
every Tuesday at 12:30 in the Olin
Arts Center. The next noonday
concert will feature Assistant in
Music John Corrie on the harp¬
sichord playing selections by Ra¬
meau

Hypnotist returns for seminar
by Amy Bruton
Staff Reporter

M

-r. James J. Mapes, the
hypnotist who fascinated a gym
full of Bates students, returned to
conduct a seminar on “Quantum
Leap Thinking.” The Thursday
night 7:00 pm lecture was at¬

tended by 53 students.
Unlike the action-packed dis¬
play of hypnotic suggestions dem¬
onstrated at the hypnotist show,
the seminar focused on the power
of positive thinking. Mapes began
the discussion by explaining the
three minds; the conscious mind,
subconscious mind, and the crea¬
tive mind. He then went on to say
that an open mind was essential in

order to benefit from his seminar.
With the aid of a makeshift
pendulum and a cross drawn on
paper illustrating yes, yes on the
vertical axis and no, no on the
horizontal, questions were an¬
swered by the subconscious. The
motion of the pendulum would
swing in the direction of the quescontinued on page 9

Assistant Professor of Music Mary Hunter and the Olin Arts Center Director
were featured at the last Noonday concert. Photo by Bob Greene.

Foreign film series
by William Hollister
Staff Reporter
One activity on the Bates cam¬
pus which seems to attract more
faculty than students, is the 1987
Bates College foreign film series.
The five films scheduled represent
the productions of five non-Eng¬
lish speaking nations. The theme
this year is “Interpersonal rela¬
tions”
The first film, “Zukerbaby”
(1985) which was shown two
weeks ago, was made in West Ger¬
many. Directed by Percy Adlon,
the film is about a woman who
takes a vacation from her work at

a funeral home in order to pursue
a very attractive subway conduc¬
tor. An unexpectedly hilarious
film, it succeed in translation pri¬
marily because most of the plot is
revealed through the action rather
than through dialogue.
A film which is beautiful to
watch, but is not as successful in
translation, is “ The Makioka Sis¬
ters,” (1983), Directed by Kon
Ichikawa. The film, set in the
home of a Japanese Shipping
magnate at the beginning of World
War II, is about the problems of
maintaining a traditional family
amidst a complex social structure.
continued on page )0
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This week at Olin...
by Sue Melrose
Student Correspondent

T

his week the Olin Arts
Center will be alive with activity
as a computer music perfor¬
mance, a chamber ensemble and
the college orchestra come to the
concert hall.
The series of events will start
tonight with a program of com¬
puter music presented by Charles
Dodge, one of the- leading twen¬
tieth century computer compos¬
ers. The concert will present some
of his works with live accompan¬
iment. Dodge is a professor at
Brooklyn College in New York
City and also works at Bell Lab¬
oratories. He performed and lec¬
tured at Bates in 1980. Admission
to the concert is free and it will be¬
gin at 8 p.m.
The noonday concert on Tues¬
day, February 10, will feature
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart’s Ser¬
enade in C Minor performed by
the Bates College Wind Octet.
This delightful piece spotlights
freshmen oboeists Amy Moran
and Karen Kersten; clarinetists
Desh Hindle’89 and Matthew
Huddleston ’90; Betsy Hamrah,
Bates College Director of Publi¬
cations and Susan Melrose ’87 on
bassoon; and French hornists
Douglas T. Damberg ’88 and
Sherry Goodwin Thibeault of the
accounting office.
Serenade
is one of a collection of works that
Mozart created for wind instru¬
ments that is both traditional and
interesting. The concert begins at
12:30 p.m. in the Concert Hall.
The main event this week will
be the performance of the Bates
College Community Chamber
Orchestra with soloists on Febru¬
ary 12 at 8:15 p.m. in the Olin
Concert Hall. The orchestra, un¬
der the direction of Professor
William Matthews, will perform

the works of Bach, Vaughan Wil¬
liams and Mozart.
The program will begin with
Johann Sebastan Bach’s
Kantate Number 35
entitled
Geist und Seele Wird Verwirret.
The piece features tenor John
Corrie, conductor of the Bates
College Choir. Corrie’s magnificient voice will make this selection
a real treat for Bach lovers.
The second soloist, Bates senior
Laurie Pinchbeck, will perform R.
Vaughan Williams’ Oboe Con¬
certo
for oboe and orchestra.,
The twentieth century work is
modal, which according to Pinch¬
beck causes its difficulty. Pinch¬
beck, a music major worked on
the Vaughan Williams when she
attended the Aspen Music School
summer program in 1985. She
studied with Phil West of the
Eastman School of Music and will
undoubtably impress the audience
with her technical prowess on the
oboe.
Sophomore Andrew Kaiser will
perform the final piece in Thurs¬
day night’s concert, Piano Con¬
certo No. 20 in D minor
by
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. The
composition is extremely compli¬
cated with multiple runs and cad¬
enzas, and Kaiser plays it to near
perfection. Kaiser studied the
piece last short term with Frank
Glazer, Bates Artist-in-Residence.
The concert should prove to be
one of the best the college orches¬
tra has ever performed. Admis¬
sion is $3 for adults and $1.50 for
students and senior citizens.
During winter break the Mu¬
seum of Art will hold an open
house to celebrate the premiere of
its new exhibit entitled “Thoreau’s Country: A Visual Diary by
Tony Foster.” The festivities will
begin at 7 p.m., Tuesday February
17. The exhibit will run through
March 27.

Composer Charles Dodge will be featured in concert tonight at the Olin Arts Center at 8:00 p.m. News Bureau photo.

Ballroom dancing sweeps Bates
by Stephen J. Provasnik
Staff Reporter

E,

very Monday night for the
past four weeks people have been
peeking into Chase Lounge to see
what has about 65 Bates students
and faculty hopping...and swing¬
ing, waltzing, and polka-ing.
They’ve found out that ballroom
dancing has finally come to Bates.
Ballroom dancing, a popular
pastime that seemed to have faded
into history along with parlour
games and hula hoops, has made
a comeback in the ’80’s. The
Christian Science Monitor of Jan¬
uary 27, 1987 highlighted the re¬
surgence, noting it reflects the
“conservative mood” of the
country and is a consequence of

Quantum Leap seminar
continued from page 8

After the journey, the audience
tions posed by Mapes.
Another remarkable aspect to returned to reality, and the ma¬
the seminar was the visualization jority of the 53 people received an
experience the audience under¬ answer to their questions.
went with aid of cosmic music and
suggestions. The audience was in¬
At the conclusion of the three
structed to search for the Supreme hour seminar, Mr. Mapes hypno¬
Being in the Universe ( which es¬ tised three volunteers from his last
sentially represented the sub-con¬ show. Once again he made sug¬
scious mind).

Upcoming
Events:

gestions turn into reality for the
individuals under his control.
Among the most important points
expressed were the most powerful
ways to get into touch with your
true self by; taking risks, being
flexible, and visualizing. For a
twenty dollar fee, the reaction of
the participants was one of satis¬
faction and enlightenment.

★ Feb. 6 through Feb. 22 Theater Production: Hot ‘N Cole at the Maine
Acting Company. Ticket information call: 784-1616.
★ Feb.6 Concert: computer music composer Charles Dodge will per¬
form with live accompaniment. 8:00 p.m. in Olin Arts Center.
Admission: free.
Play: Woyzeck by George Buchner, directed by Alan McNab. Black
Box Theater, 8:00 p.m. Admission: free.
Film: Buckaroo Banzai sponsored by the Filmboard. 7:00 p.m., Filene
Room. Admission: $1.
Dance: A Contradance featuring the Whistling Thieves. 8:30 p.m. in
Chase Lounge. Admission: $3 general/$1.50 students.
★ Feb. 7 Casino Night: Sponsored by the Bates College Imperialists.
9:00 p.m. in Chase Hall. Admission: $1.
Play: Woyzeck by George Buchner, Directed by Alan McNab. 8:00 p.m.
in the Black Box Theater. Admission: free.
Film: Buckaroo Bonzai. sponsored by the Filmboard. 7:00 p.m. in the
Filene Room. Admission: $1.
★ Feb. 8 Play: Woyzeck by George Buchner, Directed by Alan
McNab. 2:00 p.m. in the Black Box Theater. Admission: free.
Dance: International Folk Dancing. 7:00-9:00 p.m. in Skelton Lounge.
Admission: free.
Film: Buckaroo Bonzai. Sponsored by the Filmboard. 7:00 p.m. in the
Filene Room. Admission: $1.
★ Feb. 9 Film: Kindergarten. Sponsored by the Foreign Language Film
Festival: Interpersonal Relations. 7:30 p.m. in Olin 104. Admis¬
sion: free.

the decline of the Disco craze of
the ’70’s. Ballroom dancing com¬
petitions and classes they report
are on the rise around the country.
Bates, just being caught up in fa
mode nationale, has had a tre¬
mendous turn out for the classes
being taught by Cindy Larock,
News Bureau Staff, and Robert
Thomas, associate professor of
Biology. Around a hundred peo¬
ple signed up for the 65 openings
when the course was offered at the
beginning of this semester.
The classes began in January
with the teaching of the basic
waltz, polka and swing steps.
Since then variations like the Gae
Gordon polka, the circle waltz, the
jitterbug, the Schottische (a Eu¬
ropean dance similar to the
polka), and the foxtrot have been
mastered. The students, first taken
through the steps by Larock and
Thomas, are then given some mu¬
sic to try their ’feet’ at it. Even¬
tually the students should also
learn the tango to round out their
repertoire for those formal occa¬
sions when disco and break just
won’t do.
The instructors, Larock and
Thomas, have had “no formal
dance training but just like to
dance,” as Larock describes it.

“We started going to Contra
dances separately 6 to 8 years ago
and formed a friendship through
that.” Since then they have been
partners, regularly attending
dances and competitions. Larock
revealed that she “learned (to
dance) from scratch a few years
ago by going to the Contra dances
with friends.” Now she goes every
weekend, sometimes as far away
as Boston.
The main impetus to get the
class started was to teach people
to dance in preparation for the
Beaux Artes Ball, the Arts Soci¬
ety’s annual Dance which will be
February 28 this year. The ball’s
attendance has been declining-arid
would have been dropped this year
if the Free Will Folk Society had
not picked it up. They lined up the
band BLT, adopted the exciting
theme of “Mardi Gras” and
helped get the dance class going in
preparation for a successful ball.
Since the inception of the class
it has received approval for credit
by the Physical Education depart¬
ment. Carolyn Court, associate
professor of Physical Education
who is also attending the course,
“right off saw the value of adding
this as a gym credit,” commented
Larock. For those people enrolled
in the course this came as an “un¬
expected bonus.”

★ Feb. 10 Noonday Concert: the Bates College Wind Octet will per¬
form Mozart’s Serenade in C Minor. 12:30 in the Olin Concert
Hall. Admission: free.
★ Feb. 12 Lecture: Robin Bates, a producer for the public television
science program Nova, on the making of science documentaries.
4:00 p.m. in Hirasawa Lounge. Admission:
free.
Concert: the Bates College-Community Chamber Orchestra. 8:00 p.m.
in the Olin Arts Center. Admission: $3 general/$1.50 students.
★ Feb. 12, 13, & 14 Theater Production: Colby College Performing
Arts Production. William Shakespeare’s As You Like It. 8:00
p.m., Strider Theater, Colby College. Admission: $3. Ticket in¬
formation call: 872-3192.
★ Feb. 17 Art Exhibit Opening: Thoreau’s Country: A Visual Diary
by Tony Foster (continuing through March 27). 7:00- 9:00 p.m.,
Olin Museum of Art. Admission: free.
★ Feb. 20 Dance Performance: North Carolina Dance Theater. Spon¬
sored by LPL Plus APL. 8:00 p.m. in the Lewiston Junior high
Auditorium. For ticket information call: 782-7228.
★ Feb. 26 Concert: Apple Hill Chamber Ensemble. Sponsored by LPL
Plus APL. 8:00 p.m. in the chapel. Admission: $6 general admission/$3 student rate. TicKet information call: 782-7228. ★
Feb. 27, 28 Music Symposium: Don Giovanni: Then and Now.
All day in the Olin Arts Center. Admission: $7. For information
call: 786-6135.
★ Feb. 28 Concert Series: Banchetto Musicale (in conjunction with
symposium). 8:15 p.m. in Olin Arts Center. Admission: $6 gen¬
eral admission/$3 student rate.
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Don Giovanni Symposium attracts diversity
by Sue Melrose
Student Correspondent
The week following Winter
Break will be a busy one for the
Bates Music Department. Profes¬
sor Mary Hunter is coordinating a
symposium entitled Don Giov¬
anni: Then and Now. The two day

tory, Elizabeth Tobin will speak on
Politics and Culture in the Hapsburg Empire at the end of the
Eighteenth Century. Professor
Hunter will follow with a lecture
entitled “An Introduction to the
Story and Music of Mozart’s Don
* Giovanni.’’’
The symposium begins Friday
February 27th with opening re¬
marks by Dean of the Faculty,
Carl Straub and Chairperson of
the Music Department, Ann Scott.
Following the welcome Joseph
Losey’s film Don Giovanni will be
60’s once again, and it doesn’t
presented. The evening events will
work. Peter, Paul, and Mary have
include a panel discussion on the
not put out an album in six years,
film moderated by Sanford Freed¬
and should not have started now.
The songs on this album show us
exactly how much rebelliousness
has been bottled up in Peter and
Paul, who are almost completely
bald and graying, and Mary who
looks like she is at retirement age.
by Anthony Grima
The cover of the album has a pic¬
Student
Correspondent
ture of the elderly trio being ar¬
rested at an anti-apartheid rally
last year, a foreshadowing of the
music on this abysmal album. The
n an opening scene of Allan
Quartermain and The Lost City of
Gold, the said hero is impressing
some native children by shooting
at airborne tomatoes. This scene
represents the entire movie, in mi¬
title track is about their opposi¬
crocosm - a series of uninteresting
tion to apartheid in South Africa.
“adventures” played out by
There is another song entitled “El
barely two-dimensional characters
Salvador” about how wrong U.S.
on a low-budget set. The film tries
aid to the region is. Then there is
to impress, but unfortunately as¬
“Light One Candle” which is
sumes that the audience’s mental¬
about Jewish dissidents in the So¬
ity is equal to that of the native
viet Union. Would you bejieve children.
they even sing a song called
It’s not that the acting, plot or
“Greenland Whale Fisheries” to
special effects are bad - they’re
try to save the whales? Ever hear horrible. The story is simple and
it said that when people complain cliche - Richard Chamberlain, as
too much, about too many differ¬ Allan, sets out to find his brother,
ent things, people stop listening?
who’s in you-know-which city.
Hopefully, you’ll never have to The trek across Africa is full of
listen to this one. ★
“real danger” in the form of naconference celebrates the 200th
Anniversary of the first produc¬
tion of Mozart’s famous opera,
Don Giovanni.
Two pre-conference lectures will
be held Monday February 23 from
7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. at the
Women’s Literary Union in Auburn. Assistant Professor of His-

New music releases
receive mixed ratings
by Darin Pope
Student Correspondent
Red Box-The Circle and the
Square/Sire Records.

R

Led Box is one of the most
unique new bands to release an al¬
bum in a long time. It is a strange
combination of several different
forms of music interwoven into a
sound that is hard to describe. The
vocals are done with one lead
singer, with several different
background singers behind him,
and a full-sized choir behind them.
The music is played on several dif¬
ferent instruments, too numerous
to list, and the influences are
many. A few of the songs sound
like mainstream music, however,
there are songs that sound like
marches, folk songs, church
hymns, acapella, and combina¬
tions of two and three of these
different types of music. The
songs all have one thing in com¬
mon; they all have an underlying
theme of optimism towards the
' future. This is a good album, but
it is not for everybody. ★ ★ ★
Peter,Paul and Mary-No Easy
Walk to Freedom/Gold Castle/
Polygram Records.
A group of three middle-aged
has-beens attempt to relive the

man, associate professor of Eng¬
lish. Panelists include Professors
Robert Marshall of Brandeis Uni¬
versity, Lloyd Schwartz of Uni¬
versity of Massachusetts/Boston
and Robert Cranis of Wellesley
College.
Saturday, papers will be pre¬
sented by Professor John Platoff
of Trinity College, Urje Allanbrook of St. John’s College/An¬
napolis, Simon Williams of Uni¬
versity of California/Santa Bar¬
bara, James Parakilas of Bates
College, and Stephen Cerf of
Bowdoin College. The keynote
address will be delivered by Co¬

Allan Quartermain and the Lost
City of Gold not a good choice

Record
Reviews

tives, booby-trapped caves, and
big holes. Of course, the gang fi¬
nally finds the city, but it is run by
an evil queen and a mad highpriest, so Allan kills them. The
plot could be interesting, given
good acting, clever dialogue and
thrilling action, but this film lacks
all three.
Chamberlain’s Allan is flat and
dull, with no memorable qualities.
He is hero, and nothing else.
Much of the blame here goes to
Gene Quintano’s formula script,
but Chamberlain adds no human
subtleties or traits of his own. Bad
in a completely different way is
Sharon Stone as Allan’s fiance.
Although this is just another for¬
mula character, Stone really tries
to make her fun and comical - the
key word here is “tries”.
Perhaps the most catastrophic
aspect of the film is the miscasting
of James Earl Jones as a native
warrior with a big axe. This man
has successfully taken on such
roles as Othello; why is he playing,
this warrior, whose most note¬
worthy quality is the way he
swings that axe? Forget Othello;
be shown on Monday, February
this redefines tragedy.
23.
As mentioned, Quintano’s
screenplay leaves much to be de¬
The final film for the series,the sired; there are huge holes in the
Spanish film, “Camila”(1986), script, which are meant to be hid-,
Directed by Maria Luisa Bembert. ' den by the nonstop adventures.
Sponsored by the Bates College But these adventures are either'
Department of Foreign Languages boring or confusing; for example,
and Literatures, the Series takes all appears to be lost when Allan’s
place in Lecture Hall 104 of the canoe heads for a giant fireball
Olin Arts Center at 7:30.
(???). Thinking quickly, he shoots
at the ceiling of the cave, causing

I

Foreign film
continued from page 8

The action is around four sisters
who must get married in chrono¬
logical order and are married only
according to family agreement.
The interpersonal relationships
shown in this film are confusing
primarily because of the differ¬
ence of Japanese society from
American society. Social rules as
shown in this film are very rigid.

lumbia Professor Emeritus Paul
Henry Lang at 1:15 p.m. Lang will
discuss The Don Juan and Faust
Myths and their Meaning for and
Relation to Mozart and DaPonte.
The afternoon will conclude with
a performance by the Maine Act¬
ing Company and a commentary
by Martin Andrucki, associate
professor of Theater.
Saturday
evening the Banchetto Musicale
will perform excerpts from Don
Giovanni, Haydn operas and the
Don Giovanni of Gillseppe Gazzaniga in the Concert Hall at 8:15
pm.m Preceding the concert,
Mary Hunter will give an introductory presentation._

There are three more films
scheduled to be shown this semes¬
ter. Scheduled for this coming
monday “Kindergarten” (re¬
leased in 1984), directed by E.
Yevtushenko. The story is about a
boy who is evacuated from Mos¬
cow in World War II.
After February break, the 1977
French film, “The Lacemaker,”
Directed by Claude Garetta, will

a large boulder to fall into the
water, making many waves. Cut
to the canoe-riders waking up on
a cave shore. What happened to
the fireball? How did they escape
sure death? We are not supposed
to think about that, because they
are now at the mouth of a “mys¬
terious passageway”, which they
have to explore. This is just one of
the many, many unexplained - or
avoided - problems in the film.
Two other interesting problems
are the evil queen (with suitably
evil makeup) and the mad priest
(with suitably mad hair), who
never really do anything wrong.
We know they’re bad - just look
at their makeup and hair!
The special effects in Lost City
are bad. Director Gary Nelson
knows this, and avoids any closeup shots of the “adventures”;
he does this either by shooting
from as far away as possible, or
by cutting to a worried onlooker
in the middle of an action shot by the time the camera returns to
the action, it is over (see “giant
fireball”, above).
All in all, this is poor movie¬
making. Despite the formula
plot, there is no glue holding the
scenes together; it’s just one bor¬
ing “adventure” after another.
Lost City of Gold is, by the way,
the sequel to King Solomon’s
Mines, an equally bad film. Here’s
hoping that a third is not in the
works.
And I didn’t even mention how
it rips off Raiders and Temple of
Doom.

OFFICE

SERVICES

506 MAIN STREET
(ACROSS FROM MOUNTAIN AVENUE)

QUALITY TYPING AND
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES
“THE RESUME PROFESSIONALS”
RESUMES • PAPERS
(THESIS BY RESERVATION ONLY)

24 HOUR SERVICE
782-1401
^___ Mllll

The Banchetto Musicale chamber ensemble and guest vocalists will present an opera featuing excerpts from "Don
Giovanni" on February 28 at 8:15 in the Olin Arts Center. News Bureau photo.

It keeps
more than
memories
alive.

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
TOUR LIFE

American Heart
Association
This space provided as a public service.
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Oscar Chacan speaks on economic
conditions of El Salvador

by Sarah Barber
high due to the fact that there is
Staff Reporter
no significant medical attention
El Salvador was the topic of provided for these people.
discussion of the lecture given by
Chacan then pointed out that
Oscar Chacan Friday night Janu¬ the economy in El Salvador has
ary 30, in Chase lounge. Chacan, also suffered several set-backs.
who has lived in the United States The war, which began in 1981,
for the past five years, spoke for consumes 40*% of the budget. And
about forty-five minutes on the while El Salvador has receivefl 2.3
conditions in El Salvador, espe¬ billion dollars in aid, mostly from
cially the living conditions of the the U.S., a study by U.S. con¬
civilians.
gressmen has revealed that 83%
Chacan went on to explain that of that aid is being used for the
El Salvador is a country in Central military rather than social pro¬
America that consists of only 8100 grams. In addition to the war, the
square miles. The cash crops upon earthquake last year as Chacan
which the economy depends are said, has “created dramatic con¬
coffee, sugar cane, and corn. Most ditions, and affected mostly very
of the population of El Salvador poor people.”
makes its living by farming these
crops. One of the basic problems,
Chacan claimed that while the
according to Chacan, is that the media reports to the American
majority of land is owned by 1% public have emphasized the im¬
of the population, creating ine¬ provement of living conditions
qualities between the landowners and the implementation of re¬
and the workers. Nearly 65-75*%
forms, that “the reality is unfor¬
of the population are peasants, tunately that things are not bet¬
and the illiteracy rate is very high. ter”. According to Chacan, many
Also the infant mortality rate is civilians are living in “refugee

RA discussion
continued from page 4

problem . . . We are part of the
problem, we the faculty, we the
deans, we the students,” she went
on to say.
Branham then admitted that
students opinions were not sought
enough before the decision was
made. She then added that “We
are spinning our wheels at this
point,” by dwelling on this sub¬
ject of student input.
According to Branham, a steer¬
ing committee has been set up to
organize the day. Branham
pointed to other colleges that have
discussed major problems in re¬
cent years. “We can do as well if
not better than the Bowdoins or
the Williams or the Oberlins,” she
claimed.
After the two speeches were
made, students were given the op¬
portunity to express opinions or
ask questions of either guest. One
student expressed a concern that
people are still unsatisfied with the
process of the decision. He
claimed that it is important be¬
cause “the means can pervert the
result.” This student stressed that
if the problem is not resolved “it
will hurt the day.”
Another student expressed re¬
sentment that Hochstadt had

termed the students as below the
faculty. Soon afterwards another
student claimed that Hochstadt
was right in his claim and ques¬
tioned why the students have al¬
lowed the faculty to achieve such
a level of power.
The question was raised about
why a weekend wasn’t chosen in
order to avoid missing classes.
Hochstadt explained that they
wanted to stress the significance
of the day, “We want to show that
we think this is more important
than a day of classes.”
There was a resolution brought
before the assembly that would
entail a letter being sent to the fac¬
ulty asking that the library and
sports facilities be opened on
March fourth. Many people ex¬
pressed support for this resolu¬
tion.
There was opposition, however:
One person made the claim that if
students planned in advance it
would not be that much of a set¬
back to miss going to the library
for a day. Another person tried to
explain that people working in
these facilities had expressed an
interest in attending these lec¬
tures. If they have to work, then
they can’t attend. The ratification
of the letter to be sent will be at
next week’s meeting.

conditions” due to the displace¬
ment forced upon them by the
military. The quality of life for the
average citizen has deteriorated
since the early 1980’s. Chacan
stated that “basically the problem
is simple, it comes down to pov¬
erty.”
After Chacan concluded his
speech, Diane Green showed some
slides which were taken during
trips by the NEST organization of
which she is a member. This group
has been attempting to help the
citizens of El Salvador by provid¬
ing clothes and food and assisting
in relocation efforts. After the
slide show Chacan made himself
available for about half an hour in
which he answered questions from
the audience before concluding the
lecture.

Internship
by Dan Record
Staff Reporter
During Spring Break (April 1317) the Office of Career Counsel¬
ing will be offering it’s ninth an¬
nual Career Discovery Internship
Program (C.D.I.P.). The C.D.I.P.
program is under the direction of
Career Counseling Intern Linda
Coleman who describes the pro¬
gram as “designed to enable stu¬
dents to explore firsthand an in¬
ternship experience.”
Over one-hundred internships
are available this year in fields
such as law, medicine, education,
publishing, manufacturing, fi¬
nance, social services, and con¬
sulting, as well as many others.
These internships are offered by

An El Salvador native Oscar Chacan spoke last Friday night in Chase Lounge.
He stated that U.S. aid is primarily used for military programs. Photo by Mar¬
gie Austell.

Program underway
various Bates Alumni/ae from all
over the country. Internships of¬
fered this year include an intern¬
ship in Virginia with the United
States National Park Service, in
Ohio with a children’s hospital,
and in Florida with the Fort Lau¬
derdale News/Sentinel. The hosts
often provide room and board and
the only cost to the students is
transportation to and from the in¬
ternship.
Approximately sixty students
participated in the Career Discov¬
ery Program last year and the
overall response to the program
has been extremely favorable.
Frequently, however, students dis¬
cover “what they don’t want to
do” as a result of their internship

experience. This does not happen
too often, though, and in several
cases internships have turned into
full-time summer jobs. “It is a
short experience,” says Coleman,
but she considers the program to
be “part of a step toward plan¬
ning the future.”
Applications for the Career
Discovery Internship Program are
available in the O.C.C. office in
the Alumni House on Frye Street.
Applications are due Tuesday,
February 24 although in some
specified cases applications are
due earlier. Contact the O.C.C.
for more complete information on
the program and specific intern¬
ships.

NWC moves to other issues

by David Rohde
Staff Reporter
The New World Coalition will
shift its focus from trying tb get
the R.A. to pass a resolution in
support of the University of El
Salvador to a variety of activities
this semester. Throughout Febru¬
ary, the group will sponsor several
speakers and events.
“We feel it (the University of El
Salvador issue) took up too much
of our time and we’d like to move

on to other things,” group coor¬
dinator John McAllister said.
McAllister went on to say that the
resolution would not be intro¬
duced again until possibly next
year.
Several events sponsored by the
group will focus on Central
America. Today, Adrienne Terry
’88 will be showing slides of her
trip to El Salvador several weeks
ago. The group’s major push will
be its “Fast for Peace in Nicara¬

gua” from February 23 to March
1. It will be a protest as well as an
attempt to raise money. Each fast¬
ing person will be sponsored for
each day they fast. The proceeds
will go to the Quixote Center, a
group that raised 27 million in
1985 to counter the U.S. govern¬
ment’s 27 million in aid to the
Contras. This year the group
hopes to raise 100 million to
counter the U.S.’s 1986 aid.

What happens to
course evaluations?
continued from page 4

which courses to offer at Bates.
The comments are solely for the
use of the faculty.
Student course evaluations are
not made public for a number of
reasons. It was not the faculty’s
intention to create a rating system
for courses at Bates when they de¬
veloped the student course evalu¬
ation. The evaluation’s primary
purpose is for the faculty. “To
make the results public may per¬
suade some faculty members to
teach toward getting a better eval¬
uation,” said Straub. Also, Straub
agreed that public evaluations
could cause students to “blackl¬

ist” new professors who have not
had a chance to develop a teach¬
ing style. He also acknowledged
that a label might be stuck to their
course, and it may be avoided be¬
fore the professors even had a
chance to prove themselves.

THE AMERICAN HEART
ASSOCIATION
MEMORIAL PROGRAM®

WERE FIGHTING FOR \OUR LIFE

(^American Heart Association
This space provided as a public service.

Peter Browning '89 questioned the adminstration's decision to cancel classes on March 4 during Monday's RA meet¬
ing. Photo by Michelle Behm.
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Bates Forum

Drive-thru
■ I t’s too bad that people cannot
extract their bodies from their car
seats to buy a burger or to cash a
check at the bank, but to view the
body of the deceased from behind
'*■ the wheel, is the most profane and
most despicable state of affairs 1
have ever come to hear about.
Bob Greene’s Chicago Tribune
column of January 25, 1987 dis¬

viewing

is

cussed this new mode in funeral wrong with the whole funeral
business. Willie Junior, the owner business, but having a public
of the Pensacola, Fla. funeral viewing window of dead family
members is too perverse, too gro¬
Victoria Tilney
tesque. Jessica Mitford wrote a
home was quoted as saying, book published in 1963 entitled
“some people keep their motors The American Way of Death. The
running; some turn their motors book is very painful in that it
truthfully reveals the raw details
off. It’s up to the individual.”
of
the heartless practices that go
There is something very wrong
here. There is something very on in funeral homes. Undertakers

Sexual harassment education
is relevant outside Bates
People have blown the debate
over March 4 way out of propor¬
tion. I agree $77 is a lot of money,
and the whole day can seem like a
large part of the semester. In ad¬
dition I seldom do anything just
because I “should”. (Call me a
self-interested jerk).
But people seem to think that
sexual harassment is a moral or
political issue. It may have been
that at one time - now it’s the law
and sexual harassment is a crime.
I don’t know, about the rest of
the campus (I seem to create con¬
troversy when I do that) but I have
to work after I graduate and I as¬
sume that most of us will. It’s
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likely (given that most women
work) that you’re going to work
for, with, or above women. A lit¬
tle knowledge of sexual harass¬
ment will certainly put you at a

James Gleason
great advantage in the real world
of business (name one other Bates
activity that is as relevant). 1 fig¬
ure it’s my only chance to actually
learn something that’s directly rel¬
evant to the rest of my life.
I feel compelled td respond to
the gentleman who lambasted me
last week. All of my friends (the
other 1400 or so that go to Bates)

thought the article was funny and
insightful. Did you leave your
sense of humor parked behind the
Merrill Gym?
Why am I so arrogant? What
other personal quality would
compel someone to write a col¬
umn for 3 years?
To Mr. Nespole - The right
needs more people like you. I
think you’re great and if I can do
anything to get you a job in the
Republican party let me know. It
would be the best thing that ever
happened to the Democrats.
James Gleason is a columnist for
the Student

questionable
make their business, a business of
guilt. If you do not purchase the
most expensive mahogany box
lined with satin and lace, embel¬
lished with brass handles, then you
did not love your grandfather or
your mother as much as you
should have. Shame on you.
Death and how it is dealt with
is extraordinarily personal and a
businessman in the guise of a sym¬
pathetic undertaker making you
feel guilty for not choosing the
most expensive burial plot next to
the prize daffodils, or not opting
for flowers or holy music at the
funeral is rather deplorable.
But now this business seems to
be getting even more out of hand.
Now these businessmen are going
to lay guilt on those families who
do not choose to have their family
.member exhibited on a busy street
behind the display glass which has
lights “positioned to give the de¬
ceased a natural glow.” It seems
as if a cultural tradition originally
associated with the spirit and with
respect has been repulsively ma¬
nipulated and exploited.
Willie Junior, the funeral home
owner who advocates the positive
facets of drive-through corpse
viewing, seems to have it all
worked out. If you are worried
that your relative’s body will be
lying in peril there, as it were, do
not fret. After all, there is a spot¬
light on the outside of the building
“to provide exterior lighting.”
And of course, “the viewing win¬
dow itself is made of double
strength security glass.” But it will
be a relief for you to know that
the presence of that double glass
never causes a glare, even at night.
Quite ingenious, no? Come now,
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you wouldn’t want to hinder your
view, would you?
Mr. Junior went on to explain
that the people have thought very
positively so far about the new ad¬
dition to their town. The hours are
convenient too, just like any other
drive-through. The funeral home
is open until 8pm, but if a family
decides to extend the viewing
hours...more hours, more view¬
ers, more love proved...well then
Mr. Junior couldn’t be more de¬
lighted and willing to oblige these
poor grief-stricken families. In
fact, newspapers advertize addi¬
tional “drive-through viewing”
hours from 8:30pm until mid¬
night. Well, for heaven’s sake,
what could be more convenient?
What better thing to do on a
boring friday night than to cruise
around with a bunch of friends
and pass by the drive-through a
few times “just to see who’s in the
window.” And Mr. Junior has in¬
sured that everyone will be able to
get a good view as the coffin is
strategically placed on an angle
leaning out toward the curious
faces in their cars. Junior explains
that you can see it very easily, but
if you want a better look, “you
can just slide across the front seat
to get a better view.”
Maybe we will all be so lucky as
to get Mr. Juniors in our towns
setting up these new corpse view¬
ing drive-throughs. After all, you
might as well get all your errands
done in one swoop without having
to get out of the car...a burger, a
bank deposit, and a glimpse a Un¬
cle Jimmy all by 10am. What
could be finer?
Victoria L. Tilney is a columnist
for the Student.
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Honor code is not the solution
Recently posters went up around campus
asking whether or not Bates needs an honor
code. The Student says no.
The honor code proposal would allow stu¬
dents to take tests when they needed to without
having to have a faculty member present. At
present, the policy is that a faculty member
must be present during examinations to main¬
tain security. Under the new honor code, a stu¬
dent would be free to take a test on their own
time. The theory behind this being that it would
be more in keeping with the spirit of a liberal
arts education if the college trusted the stu¬
dents.
An honor code is more than just a change in
testing policy. An honor code is a system under
which students pledge to maintain a standard
of academic honesty. Moreover they pledge to
police themselves and turn in violators of the
code.

Cheating is an anomalous occurrence. It is
not expected that the average student will cheat.
Signing a piece of paper will not make anyone
more or less likely to cheat. If someone is going
to cheat they won’t be worried about a paper
they signed. After all those who cheat do not
count on getting caught.
If the same numbers of people cheat with an
honor code as without, then the honor code
makes it easier to get away with cheating. In the
light of the numbers of people turned in by their
classmates for dorm damage, this seems espe¬
cially pertinent. The pressure not to tell is enor¬
mous. In a situation where the faculty is trying
to keep a tight lid on the number of A s and
students are trying to get as many of those A s
possible, is it morally correct to merely trust the
students not to cheat?
If the faculty wants to grade us, let them up¬
hold the sanctity of their system.
-Chris Runge
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LETTERS
Administration makes inconsistent, erratic and arbitrary decisions
To the Editor:
People who read The Student of
two weeks ago are probabiy aware
that two Bates students were ap¬
prehended by college authorities
in the heinous act of drinking and
being vulgar during their WRBC
show. This happened on Paul
Newman day, so it provided the
administration with an excellent
opportunity to moralize on the
evils of “The Day." The two stu¬
dents were held up as prime ex¬
amples of the wanton irresponsi¬
bility of a student body addled out
of its collective mind on twentyfour beers. At last report the pa¬
per noted the two students were to
come up before the Student Con¬
duct Committee. What many peo¬
ple may not be aware of is that the
Committee decided to suspend
both students for the rest of this
year.
There are several very good arguments in the student’s defense,
To begin with, the nature of these
students’ acts was far less serious
than that of many acts carried out
in the past by other students. Far
more serious anti-social acts have
been either ignored or treated
lightly by the administration.
More to the point, the exact same
offense (drinking and being vul¬
gar on the air) has been routine on
many late night shows at WRBC.
The disputed show, while not ex¬
actly the norm for late night
shows, is quite representative of
many, many late shows which I
have personally listened to. These
particular two students simply had
the bad luck to be heard by a
Trustee who blew the whistle on

Branham grudgingly allowed that
them.
they might receive “a small
Another point: the administra¬
amount.”
tion neglected to announce that
Tuition, housing, and meals for
they would be cracking down hard
one term at Bates is approxi¬
on Newman Day participants this
mately $7300. According to the
year. In retrospect it seems ob¬
student handbook, a withdrawal
vious that the administration was
looking for scapegoats. Don’t tell
within the first two weeks (when
me worse things haven’t happened
the incident occurred), or within
the first month (the date they were
other years!
In short, the administration ap¬ suspended), nets either an 80% or
pears wildly inconsistent, erratic 60% refund. Let’s take the lower
and arbitrary in its prosecution percentage. 60% of $7300 is well
and punishment of misbehavior at over $4000! Let’s hope these two
Bates. In this particular case of the students receive more than “a
suspended students the Adminis¬
tration was so eager to make an
example of them that they com¬
pletely disregarded the appropri¬ To the Editor:
On Monday, February 2, 1987,
ateness of the punishment.
I could pursue this argument I attended the RA meeting whose
much further, but this is not my main purpose was to help clarify
and define the sexual harassment
main reason for writing this letter,
The final straw which moved me forum which is scheduled to take
to write this letter was when I place on March 4. I stood up and
found out that these two students commented on harassment and
would not be getting any of their perception of harassment. Unfor¬
tunately, these comments were
tuition money back!
misperceived. I write this to clar¬
ify
some of those muddled points,
There is a sliding scale, which
but
important points.
gets smaller as the term pro¬
As I stated at that meeting, per¬
gresses, which determines how
much tuition money a student is ception plays a major role in this
refunded in case of withdrawal. So issue of harassment. Many people
far, so good. Apparently however, on this campus, as shown by the
in the case of a student being sus¬ vote of “no confidence” passed
pended, the administration does by the RA, did not agree with the
not feel they are entitled to any procedures in which this “forum”
money back. Dean Branham as¬ was passed. This was a matter of
sured the two suspended students perception. Many, including my¬
that they could expect absolutely self, felt that this was an intrusion
no refund, even though the inci¬ to our right to freedom of expres¬
dent occurred within the first two sion, to be taught what we our¬
weeks of school. Upon talking to selves deem important. In this in¬
the two students’ parents Dean stance, we, the student body, did

tainly already paid for. Tell me,
besides almost guaranteeing that
these students will be left far be¬
hind in their classes even should
they be pardoned, what purpose
does this serve? Surely the Dean
doesn’t expect them to disrupt
their classes?
Somehow these high-handed
actions don’t really surprise me
when they come from a Dean ca¬
pable of declaring that “Paul
Newman day no longer exists”!
Thank you.
—Zack Lamer ’89

Harassment comments misperceived

Draft not necessary for true democracy
To the Editor:
Greg Nespole’s column of Jan¬
uary 16 was seriously flawed by
generalities and erroneous as¬
sumptions concerning both the
military and American culture as
a whole. The draft, he stated, was
necessary to make America a true
democracy. I question the sanity
in thoughts which look past the
flaws in American domestic-social
policies which produce non-democratic circumstances but which
look to a bureaucratic death ma¬
chine for a solution to the circum¬
stances.
Prejudice grows in a military
system far more rapidly than in
ordinary society, where hierarchi¬
cal organization is not so firmly
installed so as to allow the setting
of menial and degrading tasks to
the “lower classes.” Unfortu¬
nately the armed services of the
United States are notorious for
their members’ ruthlessly bigoted
actions.

small amount.”
Is Dean Branham really so ar¬
rogant that she feels she can levy
a suspension as well as what is in
effect a fine of over $4000 for a
social offense? Or any offense for
that matter! Since when does a
college dean take it upon herself
to dole out thousand dollar fines?
One final sad note. Both stu¬
dents are currently in the appeal
process. In the interim they are al¬
lowed to stay on campus, but they
are not allowed to attend the
classes which they have most cer¬

with wealthy and powerful par¬
ents, similar to us here at Bates,
often escaped the service, and
more often active service? These
are social barriers throughout our
society, a draft would only make
them more obvious and painful.
Finally, Nespole claims military
quality would increase with a
draft. If the state of military qual¬
ity was demonstrated in such
reckless and stagey shows as the
attack on Libya and Grenada,

then perhaps a draft of random
citizens would only give more
room for political leaders to make
similar childhood antics with the
lives of unmotivated Americans.
I can only hope a desire for mil¬
lions more Americans to learn
how to most effectively kill and
maim one’s elderly political lead¬
er’s enemies has more justifica¬
tion than shown in Mr. Nespole’s
column.
—Thomas Goetz ’90

Buy tickets before event

I am writing to re-emphasize to
the Bates Community, the posi¬
tion of the Chase Hall Committee
Regarding the sale of tickets at the
door to our events where alcohol
is served. CHC can not “under the
law” and will not sell tickets at the
door. This has been our policy
since Short Term 1986. It is in
accordance with the Bates College
Policy regarding ticket sales.
There are various reasons why we
can not sell tickets at the door, and
Mr. Nespole thinks the ability would encourage anyone who does
and experience of needlessly tak¬ not understand to please talk to a
ing another’s existence makes one Chase Hall Committee officer.
a better human. Perhaps then, we
We recognize many people do
should release the sadistic massnot
decide to attend parties until
murderers from our prisons—es¬
pecially those with good back¬ the “last minute” and thus have
grounds—and use them as advi¬ provided for this in two ways.
sors for us childlike inexperienced First, we have extended ticket sates
until the starting time of our
college-boys.
Nespole states that a draft events, usually 9:30. Secondly, in
would not allow the affluent to es¬ September a full refund policy was
cape the real world of war which initiated for any unused ticket.
the poor are forced to enter, since These tickets can be redeemed on
all would be under equal obliga¬ the Monday evening following the
tions. How is it, then, that during event between 6:00-6:30 p.m. This
the Vietnam War the young men should alleviate any fear that a

purchased ticket will go unused
and therefore that any money will
be lost.
With Regard to athletes, off
campus students, people who
don’t eat in Commons, and oth¬
ers, it is not the CHC’s duty to
provide you with tickets at the
door. We begin ticket sales usually
four days in advance which pro¬
vides an opportunity for traveling
teams to purchase tickets. If this
is not helpful, please ask a friend
to buy one for you.
One last issue, please don’t con¬
fuse CHC sponsored events with
other parties held in Chase Hall.
Do to recent parties held there and
the policies regarding ticket sales,
much confusion arose. Please re¬
member the Chase Hall Commit¬
tee can not sell tickets at the door.
We have not all year and I apol¬
ogize to those students who were
confused on the issue this past
weekend. Thank you, and please
buy your tickets early.
Peter Pierce ’88
President
Chase Hall Committee

not have that right. We were nei¬
ther asked or consulted on this is¬
sue, and whether we deemed it im¬
portant. Many students perceived
this as an act by the faculty stating
that the students were not capable
of making such an important ed¬
ucational decision. In response to
Professor Hochstadt’s letter in the
January 30 issue of The Student,
no I do not feel that I can,
“...give... (them, the faculty)...
the benefit of the doubt about
what is important to study”. The
faculty, in passing the motion to
create a “harassment day” denied
us of this right and this action
caused the students to misperceive
the faculty’s good intentions.
At the November forum on
harassment, a number of views
were flying back and forth. One
particular man brought up a point
that he personally viewed Wo¬
myn’s Awareness as a radical
group. In response, a member of
Womyn’s Awareness stated that
they were a support group, and
that she could not believe that
anyone could have that opinion of
their group. Again, it’s a matter
of perception. This man perceived
Womyn’s Awareness as a radical
group, while many of the women
at the forum perceived this man as

a close minded sexist. Womyn’s
Awareness’ intentions seem good
(Not knowing all their goals, I
cannot make a stronger state¬
ment), but they are often misin¬
terpreted to be radical and offen¬
sive.
Is not harassment a matter of
perception? The point I attempted
to make at the meeting, which it¬
self was belittled to a “sexist”
statement, was that harassment
was, in its own way, a matter of
perception. For example, some¬
one makes a joke or comment
pertaining to gender in front of a
woman. Is that harassment? Even
if a woman does not perceive it as
harassment, is it still considered
harassment? Should we define
sexual harassment as any lan¬
guage or action which defames
gender, and the only reason this
woman does not perceive it as
harassment is because she is con¬
ditioned not consider it as harass¬
ment? Using this reasoning, any
joke pertaining to size, color, or
race is a form of harassment. Or
is that a matter of perception also?
That is why I strongly advocate
the inclusion of all forms of har¬
assment, sexual, racial, social or
other in the March 4 forum.
- Jack Yang ’89

Oh, those pinko radicals!
To the Editor:
Will someone please give Greg
Nespole a “huge break.” But
wait, before I attack his article
(“Guard Against Leftist Power!”
1/30/87), let’s consider the pos¬
sibility that he speaks the truth.
Perhaps the Bates faculty is com¬
prised primarily of leftist-Pinkoradicals who intend to brainwash
students by “hiding subtle prop¬
aganda in the form of lectures.”
Initially, it seems, Greg must be
correct. After all, I’ve never no¬
ticed a faculty member subtly al¬
tering and bending my views to
coincide with their own twisted
opinions, and yet I share many of
their views. How can this be?
Could I have made some intelli¬
gence decisions based on infor¬
mation and reason? This seems
too much to ask. The very fact
that I didn’t notice my views
changing proves that I was brain¬
washed. Four years ago I prob¬
ably spent most of my time with a
white hood over my head so I
could throw rocks at women,
blacks, and homosexuals with ab¬
solute anonymity.
Also, it seems clear, as Greg
points out, that issues concerning
racism, the nuclear freeze, sexism,
homophobia and socialism are
completely settled. Any further

discussion of these topics would
obviously (I’m sure Greg would
approved of this word) contribute
to a massive degradation of
American society that would ul¬
timately make Russian a language
requirement at schools across the
nation.
There is also physical evidence
to prove Greg’s point. A few
weeks ago, (or maybe it was a year
or so, I’m uncertain), I saw an
outraged conservative faculty
member pommelled into submis¬
sion by the rest of the staff. This
professor was dazed from the ex¬
perience and had to leave Bates.
Well, maybe he didn’t have to
leave, but just felt like leaving.
Actually, to be accurate, he didn’t
leave, but, well, he doesn’t talk
much now. Well, to be honest, I
didn’t really see a professor get
pommelled into submissive lef¬
tism, but ... I saw him get a real
mean ‘talking to.’ Actually, I’exaggerating a bit, or, more sp.
cifically, I’m lying. This is no rea¬
son to assume what I’m saying
doesn’t have validity, though, is
it? Greg’s head-on approach has
snapped me out of my faculty-in¬
duced stupor. I’m convinced he’s
correct. I won’t bother, then, to
attack his arguments.
—Jonathan Kravetz ’88
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Letters to the Editor

March 4th is a need,
not a luxury
To the Editor:
The student body of Bates Col¬
lege should support the decision
of its faculty to cancel classes on
March 4th in favor of discussions
and forums on the issues of sexual
and social harassment. There con¬
tinues to be a great deal of con¬
fusion surrounding the definition
of sexual harassment and the pro¬
priety of class cancellation in fa¬
vor of those discussions. Let us at¬
tempt to clarify a few of these is¬
sues.
The Student Handbook defined
sexual harassment as denigration
of a member of the community
“through unwanted sexual ad¬
vances or sexual allusions, or
through unwanted references to
sexuality or sexual activity” which
break the bonds of openness and
trust necessary for “intellectual
inquiry and hence for academic
excellence.” (p. 52). It is a fact
that sexual harassment exists on
this campus; a tension is thus cre¬
ated that affects not only the in¬
dividuals involved, but all mem¬
bers of the Bates community.
March 4th is not the result of any
particular incident. Rather, it is
simply the reflection of the senti¬
ment of an overwhelming major¬
ity of our diverse faculty that a
problem exists and needs to be ad¬
dressed in a direct and forceful
manner. How could such a group
of varied professors with many
different social and political ori¬
entations achieve unity on this is¬
sue? It is clearly a matter of great
importance and one deserving
each student’s attention.
The argument has been raised
that students are being denied a
day’s education on March 4th. In
order to address this issue one
must consider why one attends a
liberal arts college. The freshman
entering Bates does not know spe¬
cifically what courses he/she may
be taking in the next four years,
but he/she is guaranteed by the
college catalogue that Bates is
“devoted to the pursuit of knowl¬
edge and the dignity of individual
persons” (p. 1). The March 4th
discussions are clearly focused on
the latter of this dual purpose of
education at Bates. The activities
of the day may be the most useful
instruction that one every receives
at the college for sexual harass¬
ment remains a significant problem in the workplace. As Presi-

dent Reynolds concluded a recent
Annual Report, “Because at Bates
we have retained our belief in the
usefulness of the liberal arts, it is
my hope that we can move in the
direction of assuring ourselves
that all of our graduates meet the
standards of an informed intellec¬
tual at these times. This is a true
need, not a luxury.’’’
Please don’t be apathetic! Sup¬
port March 4th!
—The Bates Democrats

When a wise man has nothing to say, he says nothing
To the Editor:
In regard to last week’s Greg
Nespole offering:
Dear Greg:
I’m not quite sure I understand
your reference to those “orga¬
nized and dedicated” conserva¬
tives at Dartmouth. I think you
must mean the ones who vandal¬
ized the anti-apartheid display
there. Well, perhaps we do need
such a clan of “dedicated” people
here at Bates. In keeping with their

basic tenets they would silence all propaganda in the classroom, I
opposition. They could start food- .think you may at last be learning
fights at Bates Democrats meet¬
something about reality. You see,
ings. They could disrupt all classes
Greg, man cannot by nature di¬
taught by professors with liberal
vorce himself from his own atti¬
inclinations. They could burn
tudes. What you have been miss¬
books and hold torchlight rallies
ing is the fact that even in grade
in which the participants would all
school your teachers expressed
gaze in admiration at images of
subtle biases that you weren’t even
our leader. Well, Greg, they tried
aware of. The same thing goes on
that once, remember? It didn’t
here at Bates with conservatives
work out so well.
and liberals alike. What you may
eventually
find is that you actually
As to your accusations of subtle
prefer it when a professor will
come right out and state his or her
views. In that way, it becomes eas¬
ier to see when a statement is being
given a biased slant. Actually,
though, my suspicion is that what
that readers do not assimilate the really has you horrified is the fact
opinions expressed by Mr. Nes¬ that opinions contrary to your
pole with the College Republi¬ own are actually begin voiced right
cans. Further we hope that the under our noses—in public no
readers realize that our member¬ less! Furthermore, for a guy who
ship is open to the full spectrum says that the faculty should “stop
of Republican ideals.
focusing their attentions on out¬
-Dean Serpa ’88 side politics” you certainly have a
President
lot to say on the matter.
Bates College
Then there’s the point about
Republicans
letting the harassment issue die.

Nespole not representative
of Bates Republicans
To the Editor:
We are writing this letter in re¬
sponse to a great number of ques¬
tions directed toward our organi¬
zation. We feel it is necessary that
it be known that the opinions ex¬
pressed in any
column written by Greg Nespole,
while he is an independent col¬
umnist for the student, in no way
represents the views of The Bates
College Republicans. We mean no
disrespect to Mr. Nespole, or his
column, however we feel it is nec¬
essary to make this distinction.
The College Republicans contain
members from the complete spec¬
trum of “somewhat conservative
political views” and no one col¬
umn could represent the group en¬
tirely.
We do publish a set of articles
stating an opinion in “The Other
Student”. These articles are writ¬
ten by singular members of our
organization but are reviewed in
our meetings and edited until the
“general emphasis” is acceptable
to all members. Therefore we ask
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Perhaps you feel above this prob¬
lem, but would you be so eager to
“let it die” if the issue were Nes¬
pole harassment?
Lastly, I would like to enter a
comment regarding your whole
series of articles. I my years at
Bates, I have never heard another
student say anything regarding
politics that was either interesting,
insightful, or other than second¬
hand, myself included. However,
I have never complained because
everyone has a right to their own
opnion, and, until now, no one
has been narcissistic enough to try
and have their naive opinions
printed. I recommend, Mr. Nes¬
pole, that you wait until you have
something to say that we haven’t
heard already from conservative
paranoids before you offer us an¬
other round of self-serving and
uninteresting prattle. The proverb
is trite, but obviously bears re¬
peating: “When a wise man has
nothing to say, he says nothing.”
—Brendan Gaul ’89

THE AMERICAN HEART
ASSOCIATION
MEMORIAL PROGRAM®

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
¥
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Record number of applications received
continued from page 1

man were accepted. Dean Hiss
did not expect the next freshman
class to be that dramatically dif¬
ferent from this year’s class in
terms of numbers. He felt that
there may be a few more students.
The admissions staff had some
hint that this year’s applications

would break previous records. The
number of students asking for in¬
formation was about 25,000
(about a 25% increase). In addi¬
tion the number of students who
sent their SAT scores to Bates
through the College Board was up
about 20%. The number who sent
Achievement scores was up about

30%. This year also showed a
record number of early admis¬
sions applicants. 255 students ap¬
plied and Bates accepted 110.
Those students will make up over
30% of their class.
Dean Hiss said Monday after¬
noon that, “I can’t find another
college or university anywhere

Assistant Professor of History Steven Hochstadt explaied the administration's position regarding the scheduling of
the March 4 Sexual Harassment Awareness Day. Photo by Michelle Behm.
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north of Washington that has had
a one year jump in their applica¬
tions equal to this (25%) in the last
four or five years.”
Dean Hiss said that they can
find no one single factor that
caused Bates to have such an in¬
crease. He considered the new
Olin Arts Building one factor, but
not the only one. Hiss felt that
current Bates students have helped
to bring about the increase. The
students have gone home at breaks
and talked about Bates. In the past
year about 500 students have
taken rosters home and talked to
interested students from their
area. In addition 200-300 pro¬
spective students have stayed with
Bates students on campus this
year.
Dean Hiss estimated that he has
recieved 60% of the applicant
pool for the class of 1991. Appli¬
cations from all but five states—
Arkansas, Kansas, Oklahoma,
North Dakota, and South Da¬
kota—have been entered into the
admissions computer. In addition
applications from 40 foreign
countries have been filed. Dean
Hiss expected to receive applica¬

tions from 60-70 countries. Also,
transfer students have until March
1 to send in their applications.
Hiss expected 125-150 such appli¬
cants.
After having given about 3,300
hour-long personal interviews, an
admissions staff of ten will have
eight people reading applications.
The staff has nine weeks to finish
reading applications. On April
15th acceptances, rejections, and
wait-listings will be mailed.
At this time Bates is receiving'
almost 10 applications for every
one available class spot. The Ivy
League schools average about 9 or
10 applications to every one spot.
This is the fourth year in a row
that Bates has broken its applicant
pool record. Hiss expected that the
college guide books will pick up
on this record in the next few years
and that Bates will perhaps then
move further up in its ratings in
these books.
Dean Hiss claimed that the sig¬
nificant increase in applications
has put the admissions office
“...in shock, plain and simple.
Joyful, exuberant shock.”

March 4 schedule
still tentative
continued from page 1

Nigro, assistant professor of psy¬
chology and a committee member.
One item which was discussed
in the planning meeting was that
as the tentative schedule now
stands there will be departmental
meetings for faculty and majors in
the afternoon. The departmental
meetings have not been made
mandatory by the college for
either faculty or students.
Steven Hochstadt suggested that
the meetings focus on the future
of education at Bates. In this way
students and faculty could put
forth proposals for the future and
the meetings could keep some dis¬
tance from criticizing faculty and
student behavior in the past.

Several members of the steering
committee also suggested that sex¬
ual harassment case studies be dis¬
cussed in the departmental meet¬
ings. In addition outside speakers
are being considered for those de¬
partments that would like to have
them.
The committee has yet to get,
feedback from individual depart¬
ments on the concept of depart¬
mental meetings and whether or
not they want outside speakers.
The March 4th event has been
reported in several off campus
newspapers including The Lewis¬
ton Sun and The Boston Globe.
Several of the March 4th events
will be opened up to people from
outside the Bates community.

•Student suspensions
continued from page 1

the trouble that Kelso and Lopin
have caused, however. WRBC’s
general manager Rob Myers ’88
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said that “their actions at WRBC
were the final points against them
in a conduct case that the deans
had opened earlier.”

X.ta^c4 fvyuAia,

PACE UNIVERSITY

There is a road.
Many cancer patients need
transportation to and from
treatments. That’s why we
ask for volunteers who can
give some time each month
to drive them. A cancer
patient’s road to recovery
can be a long one, but
it’s made much easier when
there’s a friend who can
help along the way.
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What Do You Think About March 4 ?
by Lisa Reisz

Student Correspondent
Margie Austell

Photographer

Lewis Turlish Professor of Eng¬
lish

Dave Muelken ’87

Stefanie Fairchild ’87

“I think it’s great. It’s the type of
issue that could tear this campus
apart.”

“I think it’s great, definitely. It’s
going to be one of the more valu ¬
able days.”

-\

Emily Goldfarb ’87

“I think it’s a great idea if people
are willing to participate and not
just use it as an excuse to sleep all
day.”

“1 think it should be a very sig¬
nificant day in this community. r
These questions are ones that we
I
all need to address, faculty as well
as students.”

. American Heart t
Association
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Mark Koyama ’88

“I’m fully in favor of it. I think
it’s the first time the Bates faculty
and administration has fully com¬
mitted itself to an issue and it’s
certainly an issue which needs to
be discussed seriously. I want to
express my hope that people will
take part in the events which will
take place.”
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